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Penitentiary otherwise the building
could not have been put up. While
the present Capitol Building is commodious, it was built for less money
and less expense to the State, than
OF THE PROPOSED
any other Capitol Building of its
size in the United States. At this
time there are two or three county
CAPITAL ADDITION court
houses in this state that cost
more money than this building cost
the state. When the bill to con- t,,e cast W'"R and the Cover- -'
j's,r"ct
THE NEEDS AND A WAY TO nor's Mansion, was drawn it was HOUSE CREATES TWO COMa large apprapria-- i
impossible to
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and ronviet ,al)or an(1 materiaI
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,
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principally with convict labor and is
MATTER
nearly fireproof.
Where the Library is now will
Intake a splendid room for the Land WORK AHEAD FOR
The proposed bill for a Capitol Commissioners office and will be
Ruilding Addition
necessary as is very convenient, and all the lower
apparent to every member of the 'part of that wing may be convert- REST OF SESSION
More room is needed ed into use for the Engineering
Legislature.
even when the Legislature is not Department, it will all be needed.
is session. The
present Building is The proposition for the new adrli- insufficient to accomodate the actual tion will contain A Library room
necessities of the growing business for fiO.000 volumes, is required, and NOT MANY NEW LAWS TO
of the state.
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As a matter of fact, a more studied .r. an-- archbishop stood for such aj That we fully aprove the action
tics, and the radica's wilf find i, ne- - Por,f'1 ma"ncr and to sunexpected
They
men it is 'which the president of the United
appoint-o- f
5ala. Mr;.Barln- cessarv to obtain the support of one P'ons. The governor
opposition developed in the senate, ln,"K'.,me
for continuing malicious slander. Therefore they are decent.
PeP,e of this States has taken as outlined in his
the other parties. The socialists, n"nt' are dribbling into the senate,and threatened for a time the pas- - h,"h
to se' f.s,de and disregard the speech to the Senateand House of
Therefore he is in his
The governor is
nine in number, hold the balarce and ha'e been referred to commitsage of any prohibition bill, and in state.
-far, probably with the inten-Ji- it
of power in the lower house, and '?e
tne nouse it was comparatively easy -- ...... " ..t-.V"
full
V
"T"
powers.
,n,,
f Betting enough of them to- ..w uv.iv.v iai
Ull .IdlUIUdf, I'CUI UdlJT
is said that the government's ex- - ,10n
dllU
171,
sailing.
is
Catholic
church
The governor is a body of Democratic advisers entirely
opposed to any- pledge the full resuorces of the state
What the Senators Thought
port tax and colonization bills, es- - L',,ner at, s one time to tell what thefor the uplifting of the peo-'New Mexico to the support of the
Barth lead a futile filliburter in thing he
peciallv, are assured of firm support Pfvernor office intends from a narseekers.
Democratic
office
surrounded
Therefore
the
by
added.
Pitaval
mainGovernment
in
National
the
Archbishop
.'.',an standpoint, before the Repub the upperhouse, and took a large part pie,"
by the" socialists.
later
Mr.
him.
are
Barth
defense
tenance
and
of
the
lican cuniirmation is given to tne aeupon
congratulated
Republicans
annoying
rights
in the lavish use of oratory that
mocratic ring entirely surrounding
his speech.
of American citizens and
" nominations" of the governor to state boards are
The
Bank
proceeded the vote. He claimed that
Hare
to
Capitan
Be it further resolved: That a
tne governor.
How th Hons Took It.
the bill wasmerely one that would
A number of local people are or- RoaJ hnu are introduced
being made by a clique of hangers-o- n that are using his fair
The house had been marking time copy of this resolution be immepermit the selling of rubber sand
and wi" be handIed
fhrcTrfital tn
name and honorable position for the purpose of whacking up
wiches in thu state in the future, Monday afternoon, assured that the diately transmitted by wire to the
the most part and in harmony with
while booze would be given away senate would take tome action and President
.h- the
state
suit
offices
to
and
to
the
ruination
of
themselves,
A
by the same saloons that are now waiting (or the bill to be reported
:i.L x?e P,ans an(I th possibilities of
h,.
state engineers office.
the state. Therefore the senate should fall all over itself
On February 17, the people of Ali rmJ"K.i.P
telling it He blamed the temper- to them on that day. As the proance leaders for knuckling down to tracted debate in the upper cham- buquerque will vote on a bond issue
Spectacular Suggestion
and a bank there if properly supto
concur.
ing
compromise when they might have ber progressed, house members be of $40,000 for additional school buildported by the local people will be a Not many bills will be passed, it
bone-dr- y
law. came restless. The bill was report. ings and grounds for same.
(irmly insisted oa
success and convenience.
Continued on page eight)
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NW

CONVEYS

OF BREAK

TO LAWMAKERS

President Tells Congress of
erance of Diplomatic
Relations.

Sev-

RECITES KAISER'S PROMISES

Ciys He Refuses to Believe Submarines Will Commit Overt Acts
Against American Lives
and Ships.
Washington, Feb. 3. President Wilson this iiftcrno'iii addressed n Joint
session of conj:ri'ss, outlining
Unit led up to tin- diplomatic
break Willi Germany. IIu said:
"To tin1 congress, February ;i, 1U17.
(oMitli'tni'ti of tin' Congress:
"Tin; I in it :i tlornian government
iiniioiini'ril to
on tlic " 1st of Jim u:t
this government ninl to dip governments of tin' oilier neutral nut inns
tint t on ml lifter tin' 1st (by or February, tin' present nionili. It would adopt
a pulley with regard to tin- - use of
Riilnnurlnes against all sliipping seizing In puss through certain designated
ureas of tin' high seas to ivliirli It Is
clearly my duly to rail your attention.
"I.et nie reinlnd tin- congress that
on the lMli of April last, in view of
li of Mnreli of
the. sinking on tlie
the cross Channel passenger steamer
t
Sussex hy German submarine,
simiaions or warning, and tlie consequent loss of the lives of several
Citizens of thi United Stall's, who
were passengers nlioard her, this
addressed a note to the Imperial German government in which It
made the following declarations:
" 'If It still he the purpose of the Imperial government to prosecute relentmid
warfare
less
Indiscriminate
against vessels of commerce hy the
use of stiliniarines wit limit regard to
what the government of the United
States must consider the sacred and
Indlsputahle rules of international law
nnd the universally recognized dictates of humanity, the government of
(ho United States Is at last forced to
the conclusion that there Is hut one
caurse It can pursue. Unless the Imperial government should now nnd Immediately declare and effect an abandonment of Its present methods of
suhmarine warfare against passenger
anil freight carrying vessels, the government of the I'nlted States can have
no choice hut to sever diplomatic relations with tlie (iernian empire altogether.'
-

-

2--

11

willi-on-

Recalls Assurances Given
By Germany.
"In reply to this declaration the Imperial (iernian government gave this
government the following assurance:
" 'The German government Is prepared to do Its utmost to confine the
operations of the war for the rest of
Its duration to the lighting forces of
the lieliigerents, thereliy also assuring
the freedom of the seas, n principle
upon which the (iernian government
believes, now as before, to he In agreement with the government of the
United States.
"'The (iernian government, guided
by this Idea, not lies the government
of the United Slates that tlie (iernian
naval forces have received the followIn accordance with the
ing orders:
general principles of visit and search
and destruction of merchant vessels
recognized hy International law, such
vessels, both within and without the
urea declared as naval war zone,
declared as naval war zone, shall not
be punk without warning and without
saving human lives, unless these ships
uttetnpt to escape or offer resistance.
" 'Itut,' It added, 'neutrals cannot
expect that Germany, forced to light
for her existence, shall, for the sake of
neutral interests, restrict tlie use of an
effective weapon if her enemy is permitted to continue to apply at will
methods of warfare violating the rules
of International law. Such a demand
would be incompatible with the character of neutrality, nnd the (iernian
government is convinced that the government of the United States does not
think of making such a demand,
knowing that tlie government of the
United States has repeatedly declared
that It Is determined to restore the
principle of tlie freedom of the seas,
from whatever quarter it bus been violated.'
Refused To Be Bound
By Any Conditions.
"To this the government of the United States replied on the eighth of May,
accepting, of course, the assurance given, but adding:
" 'The government of the United
States feels It necessary to state that
It takes it for granted that the imperial German government does not
Intend it to imply that the maintenance
of Its newly announced policy Is In any
way contingent upon the course of results of diplomatic negotiations between the government of tlie United
States and other belligerent governments, notwithstanding the fact that
certain passages in the imperial government's note of the fourth instant
South American Opinions Differ.
Buenos Aires. South America Is far
from being a unit in viewing Germany's
new sea war. Not more
notice of
than four of the great South American republics are openly opposed to
Germany's Institution of a "barred
gone." At least five republics appear
frankly to sympathize with Germany's
action.
In Argentina the mixture of nationalities makes newspapers proceed carefully in expressing any editorial views
on the new situation.

might appear to be susceptible of that
In order, however, to
construction.
avoid any possible misunderstanding,
the government of the United Stntes
notifies the Imperlul government that
it cannot for a moment entertain,
much less discuss, a suggestion that
respect hy Gvriuun naval authorities
for the rights of citizens of the United
States upon the high sens should In
any way In the slightest degree be
made contingent upon the conduct of
any other government affecting the
rights of neutrals and noiicoiiihiitauts.
Itesponsihllity iu such matters Is
single, not Joint; absolute, not relative.'
"To this note of the eighth of May
the Imperial German government innde
of Januno reply. On the thlrly-tlrs- t
ary, tin; Wednesday of the present
week, the German ambassador handed
to the secretary of state, along with n
formal note, a memorandum which
contains the following statements:
"'The Imperial government, therefore, does not doubt that the government of the United States will understand the situation thus forced upon
Germany by the entente allies' brutal
methods of war and hy their determination to destroy the central powers, and
that the government of the United
states will further realize that the
now openly disclosed Intentions of the
entente allies give hack to Germany
the freedom of action which she reserved In her note addressed to the
government of the United States on
May

1.

ill 10.

"'Under these circumstances Germany will meet the Mogul measures
of her enemies by forcibly preventing
afler I'YIiruury 1. 11117, In a zone
around Great lirilaln, France, Italy
and in tlie eastern Mediterranean all
navigation, that of neutrals Included,
from and to England and from and to
France, etc.. etc. All ships met within
the zone will be sunk.'

PRECEDENTS

TO SINK VESSELS

WITH NO WARNING
REVOKE8 PLEDGES TO

GERMANY
U.

BY

S. IN
CEIVED

STRONG

NOTE

HOW THEY FEEL ABOUT

BROKEN

PRESIDENT WILSON
WITH KAISER.

IN

IT

GERMAN

SINKS U.S. SHIP

SPLIT

HOU8ATONIO
ON
WHEN LIVES OF 25 AMERICANS PERILED

COLORADOAN

Action First Time In Modern History
s
Powers Have
When
Severed Relations Without War.
First-Clas-

RE-

AT WASHINGTON.

Western Newspaper Union New, Sorvlc.

RUTHLESSSEA WARFARE

Washington. Precedent for the severance of diplomatic relations is found
in modern history only between lesser
powers
neutlal nations and
and leaser ones. The United States
suspended diplomatic relations with
Mexico and only recently were they
resumed. It suspended diplomatic relations with Nicaragua when Zelaya
executed two Americans. When John
Quincy Adams was President, the
American charge d'affaires at Rio
Janeiro demanded his pasBports and
returned to the United States without
instructions because he considered unwarranted the capture of American
ships by Brazilian war vessels enforcing a blockade.
Great Britain suspended diplomatic
relations with Venezuela for ten years,
from 1SS7 to 1S97, and suspended diplomatic relations vita Serbia from
1D03 to 1!)0G after the murder of King
Alexander and Queen Draga.
After the breaking of diplomatic relations comes the possibility of other
modos
measures termed
of redress" which also are "measures
short of war." These modes of redress may include reprisals, retaliannd display of
tions,
force and still there may be no state
of w ar.
Non Intercourse acts can bo passed
by Congress to stop commerce between the United States and Germany
but as the war already has put the
trade at a low ebb the effect will be
negligible. Displays of force have
been frequently used by the United
Stntes and Euronenn powers to im
press the earnestness of their position.
Writers on international law ciass uie
allied march te the relief of the legations at Peking as a display of force
short of wai.
Wtin all the measures short of war
have I, ten exhausted, or either nation
dedd.'s to dispense with them, comes
war itself.
the eventuality
iluu than 100 times since 1700 war
lias ixfcun before it was formally declared. Only twelve times in the 21C
years has war actually been declared
before hostilities began. The latest
notable instance was the opening acwar when
tion of the
Admiral Togo struck a Russian fleet.
first-clas-

TO FORCE PEACE NEGO-

ACTION

SHORT TIME
TIATIONS
THE TEUTONIC VIEW.
IN

18

Western Newspaper Union News Servlct.
Washington. Following Is the note
of Uiu Iinpcriul German Government
announcing 11b decision to adopt a polnaval warfare,
icy of unrestricted
which wan handed to Secretary Lansing by Count von Uernsiorf:
Mr. Secretary of State: Your Exceltransmit to
lency wua Kuud eimuKii toa copy
of tnu
the Imperial Kovernineiit
f t'1
which the President
1,'niteii Statea of America addressed Im-to
The
inrit.
sjliiiU
the Senutu mi the,
perial Koveniineiit has uiven it th
earnest eonsidt iation which the i'rem-dent'-as
stalemcntH deserve, inspired
nentirneiii of
they are hy a deep
It is highly tfratifyniK to
the impi rial Kovernniunt to uncertain
that the main tendencies of thin Jaipur tun t slate men t correspond lurtfuly
to the desires and principles protested
hy Wennuny. The principles especially

include

h

II

government

and equality

ur r mlits for all nations, tier many
would be sincerely fclaii if in reeoKi-tiut- i
of this principle countries like Ireland and India, which do not eiij. y the
of
h.nel'iis
political independence,
should now obtain their freedom.
The (iernian people also repudiate all
alliances winch serve to force the countries into a competition for nulit and
Ut involve them in a net of gcliish InGermany
trigues, on the other Inhand, efforts
to
all
will Kindly
of
freedom
The
wars.
future
prevent
condithe seas, beiiitf u preliminary
tion of the reu existence of nations
between
and the peaceful intercourse
thrin, as well as tlie op. a dour for the
con, mt rce of ail nations, has always
formed part of the leading principles
of i . miany's political program. All
the more the imperial Ruvei nment
ta that the attitude of her enemies,
who are so entirely opposed to peace,
makes it impossible for the world at
present to brin about tlie realization
of Ho se lofly ideals. Germany ami her
allies were ivudy to enter now into a
discussion of peace, and had set down
as basis the guaranty of existence, honor and free development of their peoples. Their aims, as has been express12,
ly stated in the note of December
lylti. were not directed toward tiie destruction or annihilation of their con- and were according to their
compatible with the
id inn ofperfectly
other nations.
rights
As to Helium, for which such warm
the
and cordial sympathy is felt in deUnited States, the chancellor had
clared only a few weeks previously
that its annexation had never formed
The
part of Germany's intentions. was
peace to be signed with lielyium
to provide for such conditions in that

No Alternative Consistent
With Country's Honor.
"I think that you will agree with me
that. In view of this declaration, which
suddenly and without prior Intimation
of any kind deliberately
withdraws
tlie solemn assurance given In the Imperial government's note of the fourth
of May, 1111(1, this government has no
alternative consistent with the dignity
and honor of the I'nlted States, but to
take the course which, In Its note of
the eighteenth of April, 1!10 It announced that It would take In the
event that the German government did
not declare and effect an abandonment
of the methods of submarine warfare
which It was then employing and to
which it now purposes again to resort.
"I have, therefore, directed the secretary of state to annoimee to his excellency the German ambassador that
all diplomatic relations between the country, with which Germany desires
maintain friendly, neighborly relaI'nlted Slates and the German empire to
tions, that lielwium should not be used
are severed and that the American am- ayuin by Germany's enemies for the
hospurpose of instigating continuous measbassador at Ilerlln will be Immediately tile
intrigues. Such precautionary
withdrawn, and in accordance with ures are all the more necessary, as
enemies have repeatedly
this decision to hand to his excellency Germany's
stated, not only iu speeches delivered
his passports.
by their leading men, but also in the
statutes of the economical conference
In l'aris, that it is their intention not
Cannot Believe Germany
to treat Germany as an equal, even
but to
Will Carry Out Threats.
after peace has been restored; and
escontinue their hostile attitude
ecowane
to
a
systematical
this
pecially
unexpected nomical war
"Notwithstanding
her.
against
action of the German government,
The attempt of the four allied powtliis sudden and deeply deplored re- ers to bring
about peace has failed owlust of conquest of their ennunciation of Its assurances, given ing to the
who desired to dictate the conthis government at one of the most emies,
ditions of peace. Under the pretense
critical moments of tension In the re- of following the principle of nationalour enemies have disclosed their
lations of the two governments, I re- ity
real alms In this way, viz.; to dismemfuse to believe that It Is the Intention ber and dishonor Germany, Austria-1unwary. Turkey and Bulgaria. To the
of the German authorities to do In wish
of reconciliation they oppose the
fact what they have warned us they will of destruction. They desire alight
to
bitter end. A new situation thus
the
I cannot
will feef nt liberty to do.
has been created which forces Germany
bring myself to believe that they will to new decisions. Since two years and
Indeed pay no regard to the ancient a half ago Kngland Is using her naval
for a criminal attempt to force
friendship between their people and power
into submission by starvation.
our own or to the solemn obligations Germany
Ju brutal contempt of international law
of powers led by Knglund
the
which have been exchanged between does group
not only curtail the legitimate
them and destroy American ships nnd trade of their opponents, but they also
compel neutral
take the lives of American citizens by ruthless pressure
countries either to forego altogether
In the willful prosecution of the ruthevery trade not toagreeable to the en-to
limit it according
less naval program they have an- tente powers or
arbitrary decrees.
nounced their intention to adopt. Only their
Tlie American government knows the
actual overt acts on their part can steps which have been taken to cause
Kngland and her allies to return to the
make me believe It even now.
rules of international law and to reon
confidence
The
inveterate
this
my
"If
spect the f reedom of the iseas.
Knglish government, however, insists
part In the sobriety and prudent fore- upon
war
of
its
starvation,
continuing
sight of their purpose should unhappily which does not at all affect the milpower of Its opponents, but comprove unfounded; if American ships itary women
and children, the sick and
and American lives should In fact be pels
the aged, to suffer for their country,
sacrificed by their naval commanders pains and privations which endanger
of the nation. Thus BritIn heedless contravention of the Just the vitality
ish tyranny mercilessly increases the
and reasonable understandings of in- suffering of the world, indifferent to
laws of humanity, indifferent to
ternational law nnd the obvious dic- the
the protests of the neutra's, whom they
tates of humanity, I shall take the lib- severaly
harm, Indifferent even to the
longing for peace among Engerty of coming again before the con- silent
own allies. Kach day of the terland's
gress, to ask that authority be given rible struggle causes new destruction,
new sufferings. Kach day shortening
me to use any means that may be necthe war will, on both
preserve
essary for protection of our seamen the lives of thousands of sides,
brave soldiers
nnd our people in the prosecution of and be a benefit to mankind.
The imperial government could not
their peaceful and legitimate errands justify
before its own conscience, beon the high seas. 1 can do nothing fore the German people, and before histhe neglect of any means desless. I take it for granted that all tory,
about the end of the
tined to
neutral governments will take the same war. Likebring
the I'resldent of the United
States, the Imperial government had
course.
hoped to reach this goal by negotiations. After the attempts to come to
Purpose Only Defense
an understanding with the entente
powers have been answered by the latOf American Rights.
ter with the announcement of an Incontinuation of the war, the
"We do not desire any hostile con- tensified
Imperial government. In order to serve
flict with the Imperial German govern- the welfare of mankind In higher
and not to wrong its own peoment. We are the sincere friends of sense
ple. Is now compelled to continue the
tlie German people and earnestly de- fight for existence, again forced upon
with the full employment of all the
sire to remain at pence with tlie gov- It,
which are at Its disposal.
ernment which speaks for them. We weapons
Enclosing two memoranda regarding
of the contemplated milore
details
hostile
the
not
that
believe
shall
they
measures at sea, I remain, etc.
to us unless and until we are obliged itary
J. BERNSTORFF.
(Signed):
to believe it, nnd we purpose nothing
of
defense
reasonable
more than the
KILLED UNDER WHEELS.
the undoubted rights of our people.
We
ends.
selfish
no
We wish to serve
Former State Official Killed by Rle
seek merely to stnnd true alike In
Grand Train on Track Crossing.
Immethe
thought and In action, to
A.
J. Hunter, 58 years old, widely
which
our
people
morial principles of
known In political circles in the state,
I sought to express In my address to
for the last four years special
the senate only two weeks ago seek and
of the Denver & Rio Grande
merely to vindicate our right to liberty agent
These are railroad, waa run over and killed at
and an unmolested life.
near West
the bnses of peace, not war. Grant the railway crossing
that we shall not be challenged to de- Eighth avenue and Navajo street Mr.
fend thcin by acts of wilful Injustice Hunter, in the round of his duties, bad
on the part of the government of Ger- completed the Inspection of No. 65, an
outgoing freight train. He allowed
many."
the long string of cars to pull past
then stepped across the tracks. ApImmense
Do
to
Damage.
Expect
Berlin, Feb. 1, via London. Expecta- proaching him from the opposite ditions expressed In unofficial circles here rection waa No. 2, inbound passenger
that, as a result of the unrestricted from the coast Just as he crossed
submarine campaign, the amount of
the rear of the freight train caboose
tonnage sunk each month can be Increased to about 1,000,000 tons, are the cowcatcher of the onrushlng enbased upon available figures showing gine was upon him. Mr. Hunter, acthe total amount of British tonnage, cording to .Winston C. Churchill, who
which' Is estimated at 11,000,000 to
runs the Navajo hotel at 1229 West
tons. This is believed here to
where the dead man
be the gross registered tonnage upon Eighth avenue,
which England can count for the Im- lived, came to Colorado U 1884, from
Hutchinson, Kaa- port of necessary supplies.
1

BRITISH

RESCUE GREW

s

FEDERAL OFFICIALS SEIZE EIGHT
INTERNED GERMAN SHIPS
AND HOLD CREWS.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

stZs?-

I'XV,

INDIANAPOLIS

TEUTON TRENCHES
RUSSIANS REPULSED IN SERIES
OF CHARGES AGAINST FOES
ON THE RIVER AA.

NIGHT RAID NEAR YPRES
BRITISH

KILL

MANY

TEUTONS

CLAD LIKE KUKLUXKLAN

-

EVESTONE

SUNK

--

IN AMERICA.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

With the British Armies in Franco
(via London) Feb. C The German
raiders who made two attacks Thursday morning against the British
trenches south of the Ypres salient,
looked for all the world like the famous Ku Klux Kian, the Crusaders of
reconstruction days In the Southern
states of America. They were clad in
white sheets fashioned into a sort of
smock, wore white hoods and masks,
and sought thus to cross the
ASK $50,000,000 FOR SUBMARINES.
No Man's Land without detection.
The raiders came over in two
Ship Owners Must Not Transfer Amer-icawaves, only to be hurled back with
Vessels to Any Other
heavy losses in killed and wounded.
Registry.
Immediate
Feb. 6.
Washington,
On none of the war fronts has there
strengthening to the utmost of the
of great moment.
United States navy, especially in sub- been any fighting
have conmarines nnd in vessels equipped to The Russians and Germans
tinued their operations in several of
of
Is
a
govthe
submarines,
plan
fight
ernment as outlined here. It will have the sectors near Riga. The Russians
admit
the penetration of their
the full support of Congress.
the
In the House Representative Emer- trenches by the Germans along
of Riga, but
southeast
Kalnzcm
road
resolution
a
son of Ohio introduced
they were driven back later in a
asking an appropriation of $50,000,000 say
Berlin records the
counter
attack.
addiof
for immediate construction
It is believed it repulse of Russian attacks along the
tional submarines.
Aa river.
will be passed without opposition.
President Wilson issued a proclamaEuphrates, Belgium relief steamer,
tion under the authority of the recent
subshipping act prohibiting American Is first Bhip to fall victim to new vesAnother
marine
Belgian
their
from
owners
policy.
transferring
ship
sel has been destroyed. Lloyd's anvessels to any other registry.
nounces loss of three British, two Normeasup
preparedness
Speeding
ures the Senate judiciary committee wegian ships and one Spanish vessel.
Atlantic fleet of approximately fifty
reported favorably one of the seventeen conspiracy bills "to prevent and warships is concentrated at Guantan-amo- ,
Cuba, from where It can best
punish conspiracy to Injure or destroy
property situated within the United move to protect eitner Panama canal
States and belonging to n foreign gov- or Atlantic seaports. Tenders loaded
ernment with which the United States with torpedoes are being dispatched
Is at peace."
to Guantanamo.
Army of 2,000,000 men will be
in the event of
CONSCRIPTION URGED BY TAFT. raised by conscription
a war with Germany, according to
Believes Army plans worked out by general staff.
Former President
Be
Should
Increased, "Now the
American line steamships PhiladelWar la on Us."
and Finland arrive safely at LivNew York Conscription to build phia and
only two American passenerpool
for
the
an
country's defense, ger ships, Kroonland and New York,
army
up
for
Is
on
us"
the
war
and
"now the
are now at sea. Liner St. Louis again
future as well, was advocated by fordelays sailing.
an
in
mer President William II. Taft
Berlin press declares Germany canaddress on the League to Enforce
not spare lives oi Americans at sea,
Peace before the Brooklyn Institute
and looks upon war with the United
of Arts and Science.
"Stirred as the people are by en- States as inevitable.
To that end, German rights and
thusiasm, at the break with Germany,
to
they would support a conscription property in the United States are
measure," Mr. Taft believed, 'not only have full protection of law and the
to meet the situation, but for the fu- President wishes every American citizen to forbear from any thought or
ture after the war shall end."
Conscription until now, he said, act which might lead his country
has been of "doubtful expediency," be- nearer to war.
cause popular opposition might have
Other neutrals prepare protests
halted all plans for reasonable pre- against Germany's submarine order.
paredness. "Now the war is on us, Brazil is said to be ready to send
however," he continued, "now that the drastic document, but it is not bepeople see the necessity, why should lieved Holland and Scandinavian nawe not take advantage of this state of tions will be so severe in their propublic mind and do what justice and tests, through fear of Germany's milireal democracy require? Military duty tary might. Switzerland to observe
is part of every citizen's duty."
strict neutrality.
Russo-Japanes-

snow-covere-

n

Militia Under Arms Await Orders.
El Paso, Tex. After the South Carolina and Tennessee units, stationed
here, had already entrained Monday
for home, a message was received
from Gen. Funston by the quartermaster's department suspending the
return of all state guard troops here
The order
until further orders.
ten thousand guardsmen.

"

London, Feb. 5. The American
steamer Housatonlc has been sunk by
The Housaa German submarine.
tonlc was sunk near the Scilly islands.
SHELLS CREW The rumor is current that the HousaGERMAN
FLEEING SINKING SHIP.
tonlc was sunk without warning, but
the crew saved. One American from
Colorado was aboard. The total numNation Must Be Ready for War, Yet ber of Americans on the ship was
Hope for Peace, Says President
twenty-five- .
to Conserve German Rights.
The Housatonlc sailed from Galveston Jan. 6 and from Newport News
Jan. 10 for London. She formerly
London, Feb. C The British ship was the Hamburg-Americaline
been
Isle of Arran, 1,918 tons, has
Btcamer Georgia, and American regissunk by a suhmarine, two of her crew
try was granted to her in April, 1915.
being injured by shell fire, the Lloyd Prior to that time she had been laid
shipping agency announced. The Brit- up at New Orleans Bince the beginish steamer Eavestone of 1,791 tons
of the war.
also has been sunk and the captain ning
The Housatonlc was submarined at
and four members of the crew killed, noon Feb. 3. All of the officers and
says another agency announcement. crew were saved by a British armed
The Belgian relief steamer Lars steamer.
Kruse was sunk by a torpedo or a
mine near the Belgian coast. The vesGalveston, Tex. The steamship
sel carried a cargo of wheat from
6 for
Iiuenos Aires. The Lars Kruse was a Housatonlc sailed from here Jan. carvessel of 1,400 tons. She was under London, via Newport News. She
Danish registry. She left Buenos ried 144,200 bushels of wheat from
The this port.
Aires Dec. 28 for Rotterdam.
Russian bark Garnet Hill also has
Boston, Mass. United States Marbeen sunk. The British steamer
Hurstwood, 1,229 tons, was torpedoed shal Mitchell Saturday night took
without warning. Three men were physical possession of the North Gerkilled by the explosion and three se- man Lloyd liner Kronprlnzessin
The Kronprlnzessin Cecelie was
riously injured, two of whom died
found to be crippled beyond possibilafter the crew was landed.
It is officially announced that Rich- ity of early usefulness.
ard Wallace, an American seaman bePhiladelphia.
Saturday night the
longing at Baltimore, was killed in the
shelling of the boats which left the interned German auxiliary cruisers
Kronprinz Wilhelm and Prlnz Eitel
sinking steamer Eavestone.
Friedrich were seized by order of the
Manila, Philippines, Feb. 6. The Navy Department, and their crews imnaval authorities seized the seven- prisoned in an isolation barracks.
teen Gorman merchant vessels anchored in Manila bay. All the German
Panama. Four Hamburg-Americacrews were removed.
line Bteamsliips, which have been In
Simultaneously the United States Cristobal harbor, were seized by the
destroyer Barry Leized three German canal zone authorities.
steamers at Cebu, including the
Princess Alice. At the same time the
New York. Word reached the poAmerican destroyer Chauncey seized lice that, coincident with the publicathe three German steamers at
tion of the news of the rupture with
Germany, the Austrian freighter Himalaya, which has been lying in NewWashington, Feb. 6. While the ark, bay, an estuary of New York harUnited States stands before the world bor, has been put out of commission.
court of public opinion in the anxious
waiting period which will determine
Washington. Lieut. Hans Berg and
peace or war with Germany, President his German prize crew vere removed
Wilson Is determined that there shall from the liner
Appam at Newport
be no word or deed to merit a reNews,
Va.,
Saturday
by coast guard
even
from Germany herself.
proach,
under direction of a United
cutters,
not
Nothing is to be done which is
States marshal. The ship is in the
fully justified by the laws of nations custody of t..e Federal Court pending
and humanity; nothing is to be done
to the Supreme Court from a
for expediency; nothing is to be done appeal
decision
her to her English
which is not legal and just. With a owners. awarding
hope for peace and a readiness to
Having voluntarily submitted to inmeet war if it must be, the President terment,
these vessels actually are in
has made it clear to all his officials
custody of the United States governthat the course of the United States, ment, subject to such disposition of
difficult as it is, must be entirely be- ships and crews as the government
yond criticism.
sees fit to make.
There is no intention on the part of
Consuls to Sail With Bernstorff.
the United States to seize the German
Washington. On Feb. 13 the whole merchantmen laid up in American
corps of German officials in the ports as matters now stand. Such a
United States, including Count and step admittedly would be an act of
Countess von Bernstorff, the embassy war, which the government has no
suite and consuls from all parts of idea of committing.
the country, will sail from New York
for Germany. Reservations for more Arsenals and Army Posts Guarded.
than 200 persons have been engaged
New York. The entire National
on the big Scandinavian liner Freder- Guard of New York state and the naick VIII, leaving New York Feb. 13 val militia were ordered out
Saturday
for Chrlstiania.
night by Gov. Whitman after a conference with Maj. Gen. John F.
Submarine Sinks Norwegian Ship.
Gen. O'Ryan was directed to
London, Feb. 6. Lloyd's reports the have every arsenal, armory and wasinking of the Norwegian steamship tershed adequately guarded by the
Ymer, 1,123 tons gross, by a subma- militiamen, and Commodore Forshew
rine. Part of the crew was landed. of the naval militia was told to proThe sinking of the Spanish steamer tect all bridges.
Dos de Noviembre also la reported.
One man was drowned. The Spanish Congress Leaders Approve Wilson.
steamer Palrra, en route for Vigo with
Washington. Leaders in Congress
a cargo of cement, was bombarded by without regard to politics expressed
a German submarine. One sailor was freely their approval of President .Wilson's course and of his address.
wounded.

THE

BRITISH ENTER
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Immigration Bill Pssnd Over Veto.
Washington. The Senate by a vote
of 62 to 19 repassed the immigration
bill over the veto of the President
The measure, containing the literacy
test, fought over for twenty years,
and vetoed by three Presidents, now
becomes a law.

Zam-boang-

Teuton Ships Sealed.
Thirty-onNew York, Feb. 5. The thirty-onGerman and Austrian ships lying in
New York harbor are sealed. They
will not be seized unless something
further takes place in relations between this country and Germany.
e

e

Law.
Delay Decision on Eight-Hou- r
Washington. The Supreme Court
Americans in Germany.
recessed until March 5 without decidWashington. It is the understand- ing the Adamson law test case or the
Cherokee Indian Nation Volunteers.
Tulsa, Okla. The Cherokee Indian ing of the State Department that habeas corpus proceedings of United
nation has volunteered its services to there are from 2,000 to 6,000 Ameri- States District Attorney H. Snowden
cans in Germany.
Marshall of New York.
the country in the event of war.
ts

Feb. 6.
Germany
Washington,
yielded to Wilson's demands for "imAmermediate release" of seventy-twican seamen taken from British merchantmen and held as prisoners of
war. Washington also learns that
Germans were within rights In sinking Housatonlc, which carried contraband, and exercised unusual precautions to prevent loss of Americans
aboard vessel.

Law.
Montana House Passes
Helena, Mont The Montana House
of Representatives passed an eight-hou- r
labor law, establishing the eight-hou- r
day for all public employes and
for all employes of mines, quartz
saw mills, sugar
mills,, smelters,
works and other factories.

Washington. Precautions to safeguard naval stations, army posts and
arsenals, and other service property,
were military measures taken following the severance of diplomatic relations with Germany. Presilent Wilson conferred briefly after his address
to Congress with Secretary Baker and
Secretary Daniels. The conference, it
was stated, had to do entirely with
precautionary steps, although the secretaries also probably gava some general information as to the nation's
preparedness for war.

New York, Feb. 5. Capt Julius
War Causes Shortage of Mules.
formerly in command of the
war
The
Pa.
abroad has
Hazelton,
and now in command of the
created a scarcity of mine mules in
the anthracite region, where managers Pennsylvania, of the Hamburg-Americaline, announced that be desired
of collieries report it bard to get animate to replace those that wear out to become an American citizen. He
said he realized this action would
or perish in accidents.
mean the forfeiture of bis command,
House Overrides President's Veto.
but it made no difference to him. Ha
Americans Returning Home.
President Wilson's Break Approved by South America. was detained on board bis ship, but
Washington.
London. The German note has re- veto of the immigration bill because
Buenos Aires. President Wilson's asserted he would apply to the immisulted in a rush of Americans to pro- of its literacy test features was over- decision to sever diplomatic relations gration authorities at Ellis island for
cure passage to New York on the ridden in the House by a vote of 286 with Germany Is approved by all cir- permission to take out his citizenship
to 106.
cles in Buenos Aires,
first available boat
papers.
Canon City Loses $80,000 for P. O.
Washington. Senatorial objections
raised against a plan by which Senator Shafroth of Colorado expected to
have an appropriation of S0,000 made
federal building
for the erection of
at Canon City put an end to the effort for the present

Go-ba-

n

WHAT A SILO MEANS TO AVERAGE

FARMER

GERARD HOSTAGE
FOR BERNSTORFF
GERMANY WILL NOT BACKDOWN
ON SEA WAR, DECLARES

MINISTER.

PROTEST

BY

1 Vebf

Da

HOLLAND

How the youth of other times
SWITZERLAND PRESS SEVERE
COMMENTS ON GERMANY'S
NOTE TO NEUTRALS.
Western Newspaper

IN

I'ninn News Service.

Copenhagen, Feb. 7. (via Lcndon.)
It is officially stated that James W.
Gerard, the American ambassador to
Germany, will not be allowed to leave
Berlin until the German government
is satisfied as to the treatment of
Count von Bemstorff, the retiring
German ambassador, by the American
government.

celebrated the festivaloflove
which antedates Chris
tian era. Romans ob
served event first,
seeking sweet

THE ROSE
SUGAR

IS

IS RED, THE VIOLET BLUE,
SWEET, AND SO ARE YOU.

Berlin. In an interview with a Nor
The oldest valentine verse In the world. It has
wegian correspondent as given out
here by the Overseas News Agency traveled to all quarters of the globe and been
Dr. Karl Helfferich, minister of the translated Into every tongue.
It is believed to
have originated in the Greek in some much more
Interior, said:
".We consider submarine warfare to lovely form.
be an effective means of shortening
the war and breaking once and for all
OME and St. Valentino's day so
61 LOS ON A WESTERN DAIRY FARM.
British tyranny on the seas. It is true
far hack In the Christian
Greater Beef
Farm Products
that neutrals will have to suffer In
that the festival of love
Production. . .
Marketed on Hoof
some respects from the submarine
hud not yet annexed to Itself
Increased Income
do
not they Buffer already?
the inline of n Christian saint t
war, but
More Live Stock. .
So says n writer In the New
You can be sure that the difficulties
York Herald.
caused to your country by our sub
8II0.
Larger Crops
On this great day the Sacred
marine war will be little compared
More Fertility.
Better Farm Lands
urn. prominently placed so that
with those caused by Great Britain
Increased Income
none might Ignore It, was do"There la no way bark for us. We
Less Waste .
shall go on the way which we have
ing a rushing business, bubbling forth Its fateful messages
the year round, cheaper feeding, thrif- chosen to the end and we are con(By It. D. IIEBB.)
for the coming year. For the
Something of what the silo means to ty animals, and Increased production. vinced that later neutrals will be
first valentines were not sweet
thankful to us."
every farm Is shown In the ubove Adopted by the
dairyman the
or saucy documents, of lighter Import, like tho
"genealogical tree." The silo Is one silo loses none of Its virtues and in
sugary rhymes of our grandmothers' time nor the
Stand Taken by Other Neutrals.
of the greatest conservators of food addition becomes his one reul effective
llowers anil gloves of today. Instead, they wero
Brazil Sends vigorous note to Ber real
values and of land fertilities on the weapon against drought. Every dryhuman beings whom destiny paired for the
farm. By Its use stock is furnished land dairymun should huve three times lin, protesting establishment of sub
of n twelvemonth.
with green roughage during the win- the silo cupaclty he expects to need marine blockade, defending principles space
was the duty of the Roman youth on the
day
ter months when such feed has for in any one season. In favorable years of international law, and demanding of Itthe feast
of I.uperealia, which, according to
years been thought out of the ques- It provides the extra storage room Brazilian Interests be respected by ancient chroniclers,
coincides
with our St. Valention. It furnishes an economical ra- necessary for saving the large crop, Germany.
tine's day, to repair to the Sacred urn In search
tion at a time when foodstuffs are and if several years of drought sucac of n sweetheart. In the urn were the names of
Wilson's
Uruguay President
ceed one another, the reserve supply tion in
high.
severing diplomatic relations the maidens of the neighborhood, written on slips
cnn be drawn upon to tide over the with
Increased Fertility.
as result of submarine of parchment. The lt
Germany
in youth never thought
to
means
the adversity. This reserve is his Insur- blockade is
Increased fertility
It
approved
by press and of shrinking from the ordeal. Any attempt on
ance
soil because the owning of a silo
against drought.
on
to
call
his
UruguayNewspapers
go around by the back streets on his way
part
Destructive droughts sometimes oc public.
means the owning of more livestock.
an government to join other neutrals to business or to spend the day on the
golf links
s
More feed can be stored in a given cur when a crop is half or
in defense of interests threatened by Instead of doing his duty as a man ami a citizen
space in the form of silage than in the grown. At such critical times the silo Germany.
would have marked him out as a man with no
form of fodder or hay. There Is less Is of peculiar vnlue for entirely saving
Bolivia El Diario, leading newspa sporting blood in his veins. So, assuming an air
loss of food material when a crop Is the growth made. Under the present
of gny Indifference, lie took bis place In the line,
made Into silage. Crcps can be put system of depending on pasture In per of La Paz, urges
called upon the gods for succor and boldly
Into the silo during weather which summer and dry feeding In winter pro nations to join In energetic protest
his blind Into the Sacred urn.
cannot be utilized in making hay or duction Is confined almost entirely to against Germany's proposed meas- plunged
Then, like the historic Horner, he pulled out, let
fodder. There Is less waste; good the summer months. The dairyman ures. Government has taken no of- us hope, not n
plum, but, In the modern language
on Berlin note but It Is
silage Is all consumed. The accumu- with a silo finds that production Is ficial action
of admiration, n peach. If so, his face lighted delation of more livestock on the farm possible nil the year round, and that understood a vigorous message will
lightfully and he hurried out to buy an unusually
means an Increased Income for the winter production is far more profit be sent to Germany.
rich ond varied assortment of sacrifices for the
able because of the higher prices of
Protest
farmer.
against
Germany's altar of Venus, Cupid and the rest of the
Spain
really
defered
for
the
of
are
warfare, asserting right
message
product.
making
Many county agents
divinities.
The silo is revolutionizing the whole of Spain to free use of seas and In Importanthim nnd he If, however, fate had cone
termined campaigns In their communhad drawn an undesirable
against
about CO of them, n strangely bright and lovely
And I've been told your pretty face
ities for the building of silos and these feeding practice and Is putting It tercourse with foreign countries has maiden from the
bowl, striking his clenched list
memento of that dreary sojourn In the Tower of
on a sound basis. It awakens the setIs well known In each public place.
been forwarded to Berlin.
campaigns lnvurlably result In Increashis
fiercely
upon
he
in
strode
silence from
brow,
London. The following Is typical of his valentine
And If we wed you'll soon adorn
tler to a realization of trie7 benefits to
ing the bank account of the farmer.
Holland Netherlands government tho place of doom.
verses :
be derived from other Improvements, protests
My brow with antlers from Cape Horn.
Succulent Feed.
But
never
he
of
vigorously against Germany's
thought
demanding n second
Thus prudence mukes me to decline
To the dairyman of the East the silo such as better shelter and the breed decree of unrestricted
submarine helping. No, the gods had willed It. and so It
Wilt thou be mine? Denr love, reply-Sw- eetly
Your company, my Vnlentlne.
means the succulence of pasture all ing up of his herd.
was to be. He had acquired a sweetheart for a
warfare.
consent, or else deny;
none
and
he
stuck by her until next St. Valenshall know
Switzerland Press of Zurich and year,
To this tho reply was tart, not to sny shrewish.
Whisper softly,
Wilt thou be mine, love; nye or no?
"The loss resulting from feeding in- Geneva Is severe In comments on tine's duy gave him the opportunity to break the
Indeed, our own more polite age would scarcely
WHEAT
OF
i
QUALITY
care to hear so crude a letter from a feminine
ferior cattle has been well demon- Germany's note to neutrals, which It engagement.
Spite of fortune we may be
It was In the yenr 400 that Pope Gelaslus.
versifier. These vnlentlne books, from which most
strated experimentally nt the Kansns declares is attack on rights of peace
word
one
from
;
thee
by
Happy
CONTROLLED
CAN BE
of the lovelorn swnlns of the early eighteenth
station," said Doctor McCampbell. "In ful nations, but government will not noting with pnln the ancient method of observing
Life
flees swiftly, Ere It go
this experiment, well bred but not follow United States in breaking off tne feast of I.upercalln, which took ulace on
century culled tho lines that they wrote to their
Wilt thou be mine, love; aye or no?
February 115, decided that something would have
loves, were published In collections bearing such
purebred cattle of desiruble beef relations with Berlin government.
titles as "Cupid's Directory," "Cnrvolho's PolUe
It was nn nnclent Idea cherished through many
Bulletin of Colorado Experiment type were compared with cattle the
Scandinavia Denmark. Norway arid to be done about it. As the youths of the time
Valentino Writer" nnd "The Frolicsome Vnlentlne
same age and somewhat larger, yet Sweden will not accept Wilson's sug- seemed to bo strangely nddictcd to the practice
generations that St. Valentine's day was the day of
Station Tells Cause of YelWriter," the last a collection containing many
not of the type most desirable for con- gestion that they follow America's of pulling the names of young women out of fhe
mating for birds as well as for men nnd women.
humor of a
Ilerrlek refers to this charming fancy In this
examples of early eighteenth-centurlow Berry and Remedy.
lead In breaking with Germany. At- Sacred urn, It was decided that it would not do
verting feed into beef.
sort which almost reconciles one to the merry
"The good beef type quality cattle titude of Scandinavian countries is to deprive them altogether of this playful diver
lovely valentine verse:
professional jests of one's own era.
made a dally gain of 2.22 pounds that they have been forced to accept sion. Instead, they could be led by easy stages
By C. P. GILLETTE, Colorado AgriculOft have I heard both youths anil virgins say
The Manufactured Valentine.
while the undesirable type, although dictates of entente as well as Ger- away from the heathenish portent of the game.
tural College, Fort Collins.)
Birds
mates
their
chose
nnd
couples, too, this day,
So the leaders of the reform movement lilt unon
It was a girl who started the business of manuMillers prefer wheat that Is hard receiving the same amount of feed, many in restricting ocean trade.
I
cnn
But
never
their
divine
by
(light
the scheme of permitting the Sacred urn to perfacturing valentines for sale in the United States
and flinty, to a wheat that Is made made a gain of only 1.70 pounds daily.
When I shall couple with my valentine.
n most enterprising girl nnmed Esther Ilowland,
form on Its usual day, but the names of saints and
up of kernels that are white and The gain on the good type cattle cost VILLA TROOPS FIGHT FEDERALS.
who had Just been graduated from Mount Ilolyoke
martyrs wero substituted upon the papers which
Lovers less talented who found rhyming on
Kernels of $8.15 a 100 pounds while the gain on
starchy In
the youths picked out of this receptacle for those
seminary and resided with her father In Worcestheir own account exceedingly difficult were obliged
the latter type are softer and more the coarser cattle cost $10.2.1 a 100
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 7. Fighting in of maidens
ter, Mass. In 1S49 she received from England a
In the
Then, reasoned the
to resort to books which were regularly published
easily crushed and are spoken of as pounds. This experiment demonstrates
the vicinity of Galeana, between Casas reform lenders, thecommunity.
manufactured valentine, the first she had ever
with n view to supplying valentine verses nnd
"soft wheat." A considerable reduc- that one of the essentials in making Grandes and El Valle, was reported saints whose namesyouths could consider that the
seen. It Interested her so much that she decided
they drew out were their
replies appropriate to all stations In life nnd all
tion in price Is often made when this beef is the selection of the right kind to government agents here. Tho Villa
to see whether she could mnke some of these valpatron saints nnd could pattern their lives by
trades.
In
These
small
of feeders.
verses,
volumes,
published
"soft" wheat Is offered for sule.
numbered 280 and were com those of these
entines nnd find n sale for them. With lace paper,
worthy persons. This would be
with highly colored frontispieces, were not usually
"A good feeder must be close to the troops
Dr. W. P. Headden of the Colorado
manded by Sllvestre Quevedo, accordt
ns exciting as picking out the name of one's
pictures and printed verses she manuof the loftiest order.
agricultural experiment station, hits ground, have a short, brnad head ing to this report. This force was de- quite
factured several samples nnd gave them to her
next season's girl.
Reply valentines were very much the fashion for
succeeded in determining the cause with a strong muzzle, a wide, straight feated by a command of Carranza
brother to take out on the road to show customAnd to make the transformation of this day of
n time, ns were those In which there was a play of
of this trouble and also the remedy, top, a wide, deep chest, a capacious troops, the report said. Confirmation
ers when he went on his trip for their father's
a Christian festival complete, it
rites
Into
pagan
some
A
words
valentine
a
upon
full
particular
calling.
middle,
flank,
quarcon
He
which every farmer
deep
deep,
supply.
of the fighting at La Cruz, between was decided by the reform element that the day
stationery business. To her amazement, her brothn
for
his
butcher
and
Included
and
sweetheart,
of
substunce
ters,
among
In
205
withal,
of
Bulletin
plenty
tells all about it
er returned with orders for $.",000 worth of valChihuahua City and Santa Rosalia, should henceforth lie known ns St. Valentine's
those supplied In n little book published In Lonthe experiment station which will be and lots of quality."
entines. Miss Howlnnd. of course, was quite unwas received here. A French mer day nnd that It should be set on February 14 In
:
as
was
follows
don,
sent free to any farmer who will write
able to carry out tho orders herself, but she cnlled
chant here received a report that honor of the fact that In 270 A. D. the good bishop,
for It.
her young woman friends to her assistance, and
Valentine From a Butcher.
PREPARE
Villa troops had occupied Santa Ro afterward St. Valentine, was beheaded by the
FOR
HOLES
In brief, the cause of "yellow-berry- "
salia after a fight with de facto forces. persecutors of the early Christians because he
Strong ns an ox my love for thee,
they Immediately started what biter developed Into
is a high percentage of potash In the
a very large nnd prosperous valentine manufacturThou tender bit of venl ;
YOUNG FRUIT TREES
Columbus, N. M. Various units of had performed the remarkable miracle of making
soil in proportion to the available
ns pigs' they see
small
thine
ing plant. In n few years they were sending out
eyes
his
'Though
blind
see.
Jailer's
asthe
American
daughter
punitive expedition
nitrogen. The remedy Is to keep the
Too well my love to steal.
$100,000 worth of valentines each season.
the
War
to
sta
The
of
Lovers.
signed by
Department
Day
nitrogen content of the soil as 'high
The comic vnlentlne, which wns painfully ugly
This hast thou done, and something more
Is Being Used Exten- tions along the border broke camp
St. Valentine's day February 14 Indeed became,
as possible without increasing the Dynamite
nnd coarse, and which flourished very broadly nt
Deprived me of my sleep ;
Twenty-fourtThe
Tuesday.
Infantry but, alas for human frailty, although the name was
potash. This may be done by the adsively for That Purpose and
one time, hns now almost entirely passed awny, at
Oh, then, be kind, nor shut the door
will remain at Columbus to garrison changed, the spirit of the day remained ns before.
dition of nitrates, the rotation of
least In Its cruder forms. It used to be the greatAgainst the hapless sheep !
Proving of Big Value.
the town.
Down to our own time It Is still the duy of lovers
crops in which alfalfa or some other
est happiness of the schoolboy's life to purchase
the
over.
world
Tex.
names
The
Field
of
the
which
El
saints
is
and
tho
To
Paso,
the
beauteous
maid
of
butcWr's
used,
this
artillery
n very large assortment of these wretched comics
legume
by proper tillage.
If you do not want to plant fruit boomed a salute of thirteen guns and come out of the Sacred urn Instead of those of the
fancy replied:
nnd leave them on the front doorstep of his schooltrees in the fall for fear they will be whistles in all
old
Rome
of
were
to
turn
of
the
pretty
blew
girls
powerless
city
teacher, male or female. Then when he had left A
lifted by the frost, you can prepare for five minutes parts
LOSS FROM FEEDING
when Maj. Gen. John the thoughts of young men awny from love nnd
Good Mr. Butcher, I must own, although I am no
few comics on the steps of the village constable
the holes for them during the winter, J.
toward
The
nnd
happiness
arrived
from Columbus,
piety.
Pershing
nnd pal l his respects In similar fnshlon to the
glutton,
they will be all the better for the N. M. ,
nnclent usages persisted, nnd thus originated the
UNDESIRABLE STOCK and
I'm rather partial to the taste of beef, pork, veal
Sunday school superintendent he felt that St. Vaaction of the frost, and the moisture
Incongruous situation whereby an ecclesiastic of
nnd mutton ;
lentine's eve had been well spent. The Joy of St.
and air will make available some of
ascetic life nnd pious history hns given his name
I've half a mind to grant your suit, but one thing
British Lose 2,000 Men Near Kut.
Valentine's day has diminished greatly since ths
the
elements
stored
in
the
subsoil.
Dyall
a
to
for
time
festival
to
devoted
the
mokes me falter;
ImpasFarmers Obtain Most Economi- namite is
practice of throwing valentines on the doorstep,
Constantinople reports that in re sioned sentiment of lovers.
being used extensively for
Smith-fielI fear, when tied, you'd take me straight to
ringing the bell nnd running, gave place to the less
Ancal Gains on Well-Bre- d
digging holes for trees and it Is prov- cent attacks on the Turks near KutIn Inter days, when valentines had come to be
in a hulter.
exciting method of mnll delivery. But In spite of
the British lost 2,000, aside
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appraised value thereof and in addition the
Sale No. 540. All of See. 2. Iits 1. J. 4. from
R. 36E., containing 320 acres.
The im. Socorro, State of New Mexico, in front of containing 916.56 acrea. There are no
Wy.SFK, SEtfSEK Sec. 23, NJ4NEX Sec. successful bidder muat pay for the im-2- SEXNEX. SX Sec J, All of Sees.
Witness my band and the official teal
on this land conaiat of fenc- - the court house therein, the following des-la4, S, t,
on thia land.
W'4. W'SEX. NEKNEX Set. 26, FX provements on the land at Oie appraia-E'- . T.
provementa $60.
of
State
the
R.
value
crihed tract of land, via:
containing 3120.85 acrea. M December. Land Office this eleventh day
Sale No. 607. SEXSEK, SSWX Sec. 2,
SWKSEX.
SEXSWX sec. 27, SEX ica value, in cash or certified irachange at There"S.. are ao7E.,improvements
A. D., 191.
oa this laad.
Sale No. 673, All of Sec. 21. SWX Sec All of Seca. 11, 14, 15, 16, NX, NJ4SWX NEK. EtSSEX Sec.
Sale No. 689, All of Sees. S, , NEXNEX
H.
34, T. 24N.
E..,,he time of the sale.
Sale No. 540X. All of Sec. 8, WX.WXEM.
ROBT. P. FRVIETf
NEX Sec
Sec. 7, NKNWX,
SEX Sec 27. K', Sec. 20, WJ4NWX.
, SWXSWX 25, S4 Sec
26, W
21. T. containing 4725.57 acrea.
im-- 1
Sec
SEKNWX
no
There
are
will
be
of
landa
sale
above
The
subject
c.
Sec.
9. NX. SEX, EXSWK, SWK
1661.28
Commissioner
SEXSEK
of Public Laad a.
Sec.
NK Sec. 35, NWX Sec J, T. 36N., R. 29E., conlaining 320D acrea. There
28.
, T. 15S., R. 33 E., containing
on this land.
Un ihe following terms snd conditions, vir: SWK Sec. 10, All of .sec 16, T. 7S.. K
provements
5Eof New Mexic.
Sec.
-,
acres. There are ao improvements oa - this 5S., R.
22,
EJ4SEX
WKSWX are no improvementa on this land.
Sale No. 651, SWXSWX Sec 27, SKSEX The socceaaful
to the 7E., containing 2400 acres. Tbere r re no Firat Publication DecState
bidder must
Sec. 23, W,NWK, NWKSWX Sec. 26, EJ4
22, 1916.
land.
Sale No. 608, Lots I. 2, 3. 4. SWXNWX Sec. 28, NEK Sec. 33, NX Sec. H T. 25V., Commissioner of Public Lends, pay
or his agent
F
on
this
land.
Last
March
aMieattoa
Sale Nn. 90, SWX Sec 17, All of Sec NWX Sec 27, All of Sec. 31, All of Sec Sec i, na, N',sv. skswx
1
2, 1917.
improvements
Sec 4, T. 24N., R. 33E.. holding ench aale,
of the
j. ah R. 33E., Lot
Sale No. 541. NWHNWK
Sec 23. T. 14S
0. NEKSEX Sec. 21, SWX, SNWX. NWX 32, T. 6S., R. 6E., containing 4035.84 acrea. of Sees.
680.84 acres.
4, S, WJ4NEK.
The improvements offered by him for the land: 4 per price
SEXNEX, WJ4
cent R. 2E., SEXNEX Sec. J, NWXNWX Sec
NWX Sec 28. T. 15S.. K. 34 E., containing The improvement, on thi. land consist of iEX Sec 8, All of Sec 9, NEKNEX. NWX containing
oa thia land conaiat of house and fencing, interest in advance for the balance of snch
130 acre
R. 4E,
1120
17, T. 15S
acres. There are no improvements two reservoirs and fencing, value $10,000.
VWX, S'AN'i, tiKS'A. SEKSEX Sec. W, value $300.
purchaae price; the fees for advertising The improvements on contaiaiag
F. MURRAY, M. D.
this laad coa.i.t of
No hid oa the above described tract of All of Sec 17, T. 261?., R. 29E.. NXSWX.
on .hi. land.
Sale No. 652, All of Sec. 16. T.
R. ,nd appraisement
and all costs incidental
tne
v.
$300,
and
Sale No. 691, SEX Sec 35, SWX. NHSEX land will be accepted for less than Three S',NWK. NEX. Lot 3 Sec 6, T. 26N.. R. 33E, containing 640 acrea. There 26V.,
piping,
are ao to the sale herein, and each aad all of troughs
PHYSICIAN A SURGEON.
542. EXNEX.
No.
SX
Salt
sec jb, T. us n at-- containing uo.uoiiars
Al
Sec
1
acre, wbich is the ap- - 30E., All of Seca. 13, 14, 24, EX, SWX. improvements on this land..
per
v.oo)
be
deposited in caah
(.aid amounta, must
The improvements oa tbia laad coa- - praised value thereof. Ia additioa there EXNWX, NWXNWX Sec 25, All of Sec Sale No. 653. All of See. tL Lota 1.
1
certified exchange at the time of aale, of Sec t, EXNEX. NWXNEX, NEXNWX.
CITY PHYSICIAN
to .he aoccenful bidder must pay for the 36, NX Sec Jl, All of Sec 32, WX Sec SMNEK. NEKSEX Sec. 2, T. 26N., R. J1E., or
fencing, value fcue.
ai!Saleoi No.
.11 S4 Sec 17, All ol Sec 2V, T. 95.. M. HW.
which
aad
said
and
amount.
92. SHSEX Sec 36, T. 1SS., R.
13.
that exist oa the laad.
T. 27N
R. 29E., WX Sec 19, WX. All of Sec 36, T. 27N, R. J1E
Tbere arc ao am- NWjil them are aubject to forfeiture to the State contaiaiag 2160.26 acres.
X. RAT
JJS1L. coataininf
W acres.
Tac Improve
The sale of the above laad. will be SEX Sec. 29. All of Sec JO, NEX, EX Sec 5, EX, EX SWX, Lots 4, 5, , 7, of New Mexico if the sncce.sfnl bidder doe. rovementa oa this laad.
sarnta on this laad .caaaiat ol fenoag,
Sale No. 543, All of Sec 25, T. S. R.
object to the following terms aad condi NWX. NWXNWX. SXSX, NEKSEX Sec Sec , NXNX Sec 7, T. 26N., R. J2E, not execute a contract within thirty, days
231.
Paosjo
oalwc $96.
The
bidder
evccessfol
R.
T.
snast
via.
XE containing 114SS.0 containing 2370,29 acres. Tbere are no
SS
tioaa,
after it has been mailed to him by .be 4W., contaiaiag 40 .errs. There arc no
Sale No. tnj, KEX Sec 2$, T. 1SS, R. pay to the Com aii.sj oner of Public Lands, jl,
.erea. The improvementa on tbia land conOffica FWal
on tbis laad.
State Laad Office, aaid contract to are-vi- de fmproveaMn.a on thi. land.
Waal f P.
JBE- -. coatatnaag 14
acrea, Tbcr as ao or hi. agent HoMiag each aale, one tenth sist of fencing, value $300.
Sale No. 654, NXSWX, SWXSWX Sec
for the
No bid oa tae above deacTiaod tracta at
ol the balaace of the
ol tb price offered by hint lor the Und; Sale N 609, SEKSEX Sec. t, T. ROT, 21, T. XN., R. Sit, contaimimg LM acrea. parcaae pricepayment
smpisnmiat. oa tbaa laad.
of said tract oi land ia thirty hand via b. accented for lew ajaaa Tare. SmI. Pa,
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"Don't you realize that, Instead of Hut the gift of gifts, over which Sidyour being grateful to me, It Is I who ney's eyes had glowed, was a great
urn undeniably grateful to you? This hoi of roses marked in Doctor Max's
Is honie now. I have lived around
copper-platwriting, "From a neighIn different places nud in different bor."
Tucked In the soft folds of her kerways. I would rather be here thun anywhere else In the world."
chief was one of the roses that
Put he did not look at her. There
was so much that was hopeless in his
Services over, the nurses filed out.
Max was waiting for Sidney In the coreyes that lie did not want her to see.
"In one way, It will be a little bet ridor.
tor for you than If Christine and Pal
"Merry Christmas !" he said, nnd held
mer were not In the house. You like out his hand.
Christine, don't you?"
"Merry Christmas!" she said. "Yon
"Very much."
see!" she glanced down to the rose
"She likes you, K. She depends on she wore. "The others make the most
you, too, especially since that night splendid bit of color In the ward."
"Would that the
of the Illuswhen you took care of Palmer's arm
we lament today
trious dead whom spirit
"Hut they were for you I"
could
from
the
speak
grave In tones
hefore we got Doctor Max. I often
which reach each and every heart:
"They are not any the less mine beK
a good doctor you cause
one anothwhat
Know
'My
think,
countrymen!
I am letting other people have
"The Street" and Its People Come to Understand More
er and you will love one another.' "
would have been. You knew so well a
Lamar on the death of Sumner.
chance to enjoy them."
what to do for mother."
About That Death Which Is the Wage of Sin, and to
Under all his gayety he wns curiousHE LINES of thought and
She broke off. She still could not
ly diffident with her. All the pretty
trust
voice ubout her mother.
her
feeling which led to the
Puzzle Over the Designs of Providence.
Carto
ho
would
made
have
reclamation of the birth"Palmer's arm is going to be quite speeches
lottu under the circumstances died beplace of Abraham Linstraight. Dr. Kd Is so proud of Max fore her frank glance.
coln nnd the peaceful
over it. It was a bad fracture."
K. Lc.Mnyne, a queer stranger with gentle manners, becomes a
Sidney eyed him, half amused, half
scenes and unity of purHe hurt been waiting for that. Once
t over
Siilm-yroomer at tin' l'ngo homo,
mothInvullil
her
by
pose that attend its transat least, whenever they wore together, hurt.
er Anna, and her Aunt Harriet, an nlil inalil ilressmuker, Sidney
"What have I done, Mux? Is it bad
fer from the ownership
she brought Max Into the conversation.
'
a hospital nurse through tin- inllaciice nf Ir. Max Wilson, n
for discipline for us to be good
of nn association to the
She
was
it.
unconscious
of
quite
with
lier
K.
sinilten
loves her from
charm.
yoiiiin surgeon
friends?"
possession of the govern"Yoti and Max are groat friends. I
a distance; so dues Joe I nimninii, an old
l
chum. At
Carlottu wns watching them from
ment of the United States
knew you would like him.
He is In
In lniital Sidney learns t!ie world's sorrows.
She becomes acthe chapel. Something In her eyes contrast strangely with the passions
teresting, don't you think?"
quainted with I'liiiolta I larrisnii, hit has lieen Inilinate with Wilroused the devil of mischief that alwhich Illumined the period In which
son ami wliu Is jealous nf unolf. nding Sidney. Sidney's ehiiin, Chris"Very," said K.
his lot was enst, toward the close
ways slumbered In him.
To
save
ho
not
his
could
a
life,
tine I.nreiiZ, marries rainier Howe, young society rake, and Ihey taku
put
into n volcano of blood and
"My car's been stalled In a snow
breaking
I
He
voice.
Into
warmth
his
would
rooms at tin
any
'ago home. Iiesiiie K's efforts to avoid si ra ngers, Dr.
this morn- - Hume, his tragic death unhappily not
he fair. It was not in human nature to drift downtown since early
.Max meets hini one night and lind-h- e
Is an old friend, a famous l)nc-tn- r
the end ; for we now know that, while
expect more of liim.
IMwanles, supposedly dead. Max keeps the seeret. Sidney's
he was entertaining the most benevo"Those long talks you have, shut in
Ilier dies and the shook pills the girl to lied with u low fever.
lent Intentions toward the beaten party
I'almi'r llowr heroines nttlnie to his hride.
your room what in the world do you
In the strife, his taking off gave at once
talk about? Politics?"
the signal and the pretext for letting
"( iccaslonally."
loose upon the vanquished n swarm of
She was a little jealous of those eve
test of wits. Palmer's car lost on Ihe
CHAPTER XIII Continued.
evil spirits working Ills even worse
11
hills, hut gained on Hie level stretches, nings, when she sat alone, or when
than those of war Itself.
'I'M pd something to tell you,' sli which gleamed with a coating of thin Harriet, silling with her, made sketches
For nt least ten years before the
under the lamp to the accompaniment
said, "Don't have a lit, and don't Ice.
secession of the Southern states the
of
a
hum
"I
tit
of
I'll
masculine
voices
I'll
do.
If
wish
let
them
steady
you
laugh,
Jump
you'd
get ahead,
two sectional extremes In anil out of rests
from across the hall. Not that she
I've not a place In u Palmer. It's silly and It's reckless."
of ihe window.
upon two Imperfect nnd apparcongress talked like madmen, the rav- ently
w as
"1
Max
of
1'ul
In
course.
came
he
to
I'm
Ignored,
told
we'd
conflicting narratives the othciul
store,
Havel tonight."
going
straight,
you
from
ing ranging
the abolition orator's und formal
of the Confederate
nier."
lie turned a little glance at her. always, before he went, and, leaning
melodramatic "My curse be upon the commissionersreport
and the subsequent oral
What Hie deuce was the matter with over the hack of n chair, would Inform
th.od for yoti !"
Constitution
of these United States" to and
statement of Mr. StephHe meant it. She was a nice girl and women, anyhow? Were none of them her of the absolute blankness of life
tne rodomontade of the Southern sena ens. personal
The disagreement however, is
he was fund of her. The other wi a cheerful any more? Here was (Jrace in the hospital without her.
tor
who would not be pacified until he
with Its ateasily
And K. would stand In the doorway,
due's life. And he was not unselfish as sober as Christine, lie felt outcount call the muster roll of his sluves tendant explained, having,
arisen because
m u to hint. raged, defrauded.
ahoni it. She could not
controversy,
quietly smoking, or go hack to his room
beneath Hunker Hill monument."
what Mr. Stephens said was assumed
lie did not want her to belong to any
His light car skidded and struck the and lock away In his trunk the great
As the sectional pressure tightened to be an
attack upon Mr. Davis. It
one else.
big car heavily, tin a smooth road per- (ierinan hooks on surgery with which
In national politics before the advent was never so intended
by Mr. Stephens,
"line of the nurses in the hospital, a haps nothing more serious than broken ho and Max had been working out a
of actual hostilities those conservative the aim
being solely to throw light
Miss Pane, has not lac something to do mudguards would have heen the re- case.
men who tried to avert the oncoming upon the character and
purposes of
So K. sat by the dining-rooat Union & I lofburg's. I am going on sult. Hut on the Ice the small car
table
coif fqra?r rarrzfosoNciiisn or arms were driven to the wull Mr. Lincoln.
for the January white sale. If I make slewed around and slid oviir the edge and listened to her talk of Max that
Neither extreme would listen to mod
It should be borne In mind In this
of the hank. At the bottom of the delast evening together. When the bolls
good they will keep uie."
ernte counsels. The interposition of connection that Mr.
held one of Its annual encampments
Stephens nnd Mr.
announced midnight, Sidney roused
He had put her aside without n clivity It turned over.
tne oonter states proved of doubtful Lincoln were
upon Southern soil, to be welcomed at
old
friends
a
persouul
with
start.
now
;
realized
that
She
t
for
he met her atitioutjcc-tneiiquo in and
(hace was Hung clear of the wreckleast as universally and hospitably as
nnd was of short duration
restraint
in
Whig
Lincoln
colleagues
congress
some
time
neither
of
them
bad spoken,
with approval, lie meant to let age. Howe freed himself anil stood
During the war and after It was over a warm admirer of Stephens, whom he ever It had been welcomed on Northher alone. 'I hey would have u holiday ' t. w ith one arm bunging at his side. and that K.'s eyes were fixed on her.
ern soil. And the Confederate veterans
these patriotic men fared no better wanted to nsk to become a
member
on
clock
the shelf took up
and then they would say There was no sound ut all from the The little
than the firebrands, the mass and body of his cublnet when he was elected are to advance In what force remains
.
the burden of the churches, and struck
good-hyAnd she had not fooled him. hoy under the tonneau.
to them upon Washington, with no
or ine southern people confounded
president. In the little cabin of the
She still cared,
lie was getting off
The big car had slopped. Iown the the hour In quick staccato notes.
with the original secessionists. Even river steamer where the conference other thought thnn that It is their capiwell, all things considered. She might hank plunged a heavy, gorillalike
Sidney rose and went over to K., her
now the distinction that once existed was
tal, the mecca of the true American,
being held the two had drawn the
have raised a row.
long arms pushing aside the frozen black dress in soft folds about her.
is blurred, If not lost. Yet a great apnrt from the rest.
holy of holies of the freeheart's
"Stephens," said hope and home. A Confederate sol"He Is horn, K."
"(iood work I" he said. "You'll he n branches of trees. When he reached
of the Southern neonle were Lincoln, as Mr.
She
and
Kissed
majority
His
Cheek
Stooped
Stephens related the dier, appointed by a Republican presi"He Is born, dear."
lot happier. ISiit that Isn't any reason the car, O'llara found Crace sitting
cievoteu to the Union und at least a conversation to
Lightly.
many of his friends,
She stooped and kissed his cheek
why we shouldn't he friends, Is it? unhurt on the ground. In the wreck of
strong minority were opposed to slav "you know I nm a fair man and I know dent, Is chief Justice of the United
Just friends; I mean that. I would like the car the lamps had not been extin lightly.
States. Two Confederate generals who
Ins, nnd I have Kd's Peggy in a sleigh. ery.
you to be one. Doth of us understand
to feel that I can stop In now and then guished, and by their light lie made out
Christmas day dawned thick and Put on your things and come for a
No one understood this better than the situation. Let me write 'Union' at honorably wore the blue have died on
and say how do you do."
white. Sidney left the little house at ride."
Howe, swaying dizzily.
Abraham Lincoln. He was himself of the top of this page and you may write the retired list and payroll of the Army
"I promised .Miss Page."
He hoped Cnrlotta could hoar what Southern
six, with the street light still burning
"Anybody underneath?"
birth, lie and all his tribe below It whatever else you please. I of the United States.
he said; to be certain of It, he ma- were Southerners.
"Never mind Miss Page."
"The chauffeur. He's dead, I think. through a mist of falling snow.
Verily the war of states and sections
Although he left am sure you will write nothing which
name
of
his
n
The mention
voice trifle.
He doesn't answer."
Sidney's
The hospital wards and corridors liciously raised
when a child, he was an old I cannot agree to." Mr. Stephens re- Is over. The dream of Abraham Lincoln
Kentucky
In
ns
he
his mind Christine
"Just a little run," he urged. "Put child; he never was very young: nor
brought up
has been fulfilled. The mystic chords
The other members of O'llarn's party were still lighted when sho wont on
plied that the commissioners were Umlaid left her that morning. He scowled. had trawled down the bank
on your warmest things."
inn he go very fur, growing to man. Ited to treating upon the basis of the of memory, stretching to every living
by that duty at seven o'clock. She had been
Things were not pan;,' well at home. time. With the aid of a Jack, they got assigned to the men's surgical ward,
heart nnd hearthstone, have swelled
She was to be hood In a Kentucky colony, for what
Sidney protested.
recognition of the Independence of the
There was something wrong wiaii the car
Itoseiifeld lav dou and wont there at once. She had not free that afternoon until six o'clock; is Illinois, what Chicago, but a Ken- Confederacy. "Then, Stephens," said at last the chorus of the Union,
Johnny
uji.
She used to he a good bled on bis face underneath.
Christine.
When he seen Carlottu Harrison since her moth- - hut she had promised to go home,
tucky colony, swollen somewhat out Lincoln, "my hands are clean of every touched not only by the angels of our
sport, hut she had never heen the same en me to and opened Ids eyes, Grace ul- - r's death; but she found her on duty
"K. Is alone."
of proportion? He was In no sense drop of blood spilled from this time better nature, but bound by the blood-tie- s
since the day of the wedding. He most shrieked her relief.
of kindred origins, principles and
In the surgical ward. The older girl
"K. can sit with Christine. Ten to what we used to call "a poor white." onward."
affections.
thought her attitude toward hliu was
one, lie's with her now."
"I'm all right," said Johnny Rosen greeted her plosantly.
but
Awkward,
the
ungainly
In
the
and,
aspiring,
rather
desultory
one of suspicion. It made him
"We wore all sorry to hoar of your
It did, indeed, seem a long time
The temptation was very strong. She spirit of a hero within thnt rugged In the general
fold. And, when they offered hint
end, wholly abortive, talk be
r.ut any attempt on his part
coining. As far back as 18C9, speaking
with the
I trouble," she said. "I hope we shall had been working hard all day. The casement ; n line,
whisky:
"Away
tween
lmngina
the
Confederate
commis
three
to fathom it only met with cold silence. am no drinker. I I " A
on nicely."
heavy odor of the hospital, mingled tlon behind those heavy brows; the sioners and Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Se primarily for the soldiers of the Conspasm of get
That had heen her attitude that mornI had proposed that the three
Sidney surveyed the ward, full to with the scent of pine nnd evergreen courage of a lion beneath those patient.
twisted his face. "I guess I'll got
pain
Mr. Lincoln recurring to slavery federacy,
ing.
war amendments to the Constitution
At the fur end two cots in the chapel, made her dizzy. The kindly aspects; and, long before lie ward,
With his arms he lifted himself overflowing.
up."
and the Emancipation Proclamation, be
"I'll tell you what we'll do," lie said. to a
had been placed.
and ratified as the treaty
fresh outdoors called her. And, be wns of legal nge, a leader among men. declared that
sitting position, nud fell back
he would be willing to be of acceptedbetween the North
"We won't go to any of the old places.
and the
"The ward Is heavy, Isn't It?"
peace
His first love wns a Rutledge; his taxed to pay the Southern
sides, If K. wore with Christine
again.
people a fulr South. There followed a pretty wran
I've found a new madhouse in the
I've keen almost mad at
"It's forbidden, Isn't It?"
"Huh!" he said. "I can't move my
"Very.
wite was a Todd.
a
for
valuation
is
slaves.
It
their
to
that's
country
respectahle enough
Many and especially those who
dressing hour. There are three of us
Lincoln the Poet
matter of fact that he had already gle.
suit nnyhody. We'll p out to Schwlt-ter'- s logs."
hod not been actually In the war were
you, myself and u probationer."
We know that he was a poet, for prepared a Joint resolution to be rec
and pet some dinner. I'll promunable to see or unwilling to admit
The first light of the Christmas
Do you suppose that Dr. Max
CHAPTER XIV.
nnve we not that Immortal prose-poeommended to the two houses of con
ise to net you hack early. How's that?"
that the head of the South was In the
was coming through the winWilson has such a dull conmorning
to
recited
nt
$400,000,000
gress
We
appropriating
know
thnt
Gettysburg?
In the end she gave in. And on the
lion's mouth, nnd that, unless and until
Ity Christinas day Sidney was back dows. Carlottu put out the lights and
science that he would sully Sidbe
to
n
a
was
he
this
and
for
purpose,
not
statesman,
has
proclamation
time
was very
it could be extracted,
way out he lived up to the letter of In the hospital, a little wan, but Tall
turned In a businesslike way to her
ney's character If the opportuvindicated his conclusions? Hut the Issued by himself as president when much worth while. nothing
their agreement.
The situation ex- aiitly determined to
her life to Its records.
offered?
keep
not
this
had
been
South
nity
did
a
for
time
adopted.
long
know,
hilarated him: draco with her new mark of service. She had a talk with
Sectionalism flourished apace on
"The probationer's name Is Ward-wellOn his return to Washington he laid
except as n kind of hearsay, that he
nir of virtue, her new aloofness; Ids
either side of party lines. The Confed
she said. "Perhaps you'd better
was
a
friend
two
one
the
these
before
the
cabinet.
friend
who had
papers
(TO UIJ CONTINUED.)
comfortalile car; Johnny Itosenfehl's
help her with the breakfasts. If there's
the power and the will to save it alike Inevitubly there was opposition. "Why, erate brigadiers made a kind of common
discreet hack and alert ears.
cause with the valiants of the bloody
any way to niaUe a mistake, she makes
from
Its
enemies
and
Itself. The direst gentlemen," he suid, "how long is the
LAW HAS PROVED BENEFICIAL
The adventure had all the thrill of a
it."
blow that could have fallen upon a wur going to last? It is not going to shirt, both out, as it were, for gate
Thus the politicians ployed
Hew conquest In it. lie treated the
It was after eight when Sidney found
nnd prostrate people wus de- end in one hundred dnys, is It? It is money.
British Employers of Labor Give Cor- hapless
girl with deference, did not insist when
Johnny Itoseiifeld.
livered by the assassin's bullet that costing us $4,000,000 a day. There comedy while the people suffered tragshe refused
dial Indorsement to the "Daylight
"You here in the ward, Johnny!" she
cigarette, felt glowingly
edy. Although the Greely campaign
struck him down.
you have the $400,000,000, not counting in the long run perhaps shortened the
virtuous and exultant at the same time.
said.
Saving'' Proposition.
Much of a misleading kind has been the intervening loss of lives nnd propWhen the car drew up hefore the
distance across the sectional chasm, it
Suffering had refined the boy's fea
written touching what did and did not erty. But, you are all against me, did not show
Schwitler place, he slipped a
any lmmedinte fruitage,
tures. His dark, heavily fringed eyes
Inquiries in the lending centers of happen at the
no
more
I
and
it."
will
about
consay
Hoads
Hampton
hill Into Johnny Itosenfehl's not ovcrand It remained for nn apparently un
looked at her from a pale face. But Industry Indicate that the operation of ference.
In his own
stand
Both
still
papers
there
Nothing
happened
clean hand.
the summertime act is, among other
important personal event to make the
he smiled up at her cheerfully.
which changed the Irreconcilable at- hundwriting.
first serious Impression upon the solid
"I don't mind the oars," he said.
I was In a private room; but It cost results, having the effect of increasing
titude of the combatants. Their agents,
wall of misunderstanding and prejudice
The South's True Friend.
"Just watch your tongue, lad." Anil
thirty plunks a week, so I moved. Why the output in shipyards nnd engineerfrom
indeed,
argued
opposite prem
death of Lincoln removed from which divided the two warring parts
ing works, says the London Times. On
Johnny stalled his engine in sheer surpay rent?"
isesthe restoration of the Union the The
Union. This wns
prise,
Sidney had not seen him since his tlie northeast coast some of the yards sine qua non of the one side, the rec- the head of affairs the best, if not the if the
"There's just enough of the Jew In
only, friend the Southern people had the death of Charles Sumner aud the
accident. And now the work of the have been able to arrange additional ognition of the
ultimaConfederacy the
at court. There came in his stead nn eulogy of Lucius Lamar.
me," said Johnny, "to know how to talk
ward pressed hard. She had only a spells of daylight overtime, and In tum of the other.
old line southern Democrat a verita hit and say nothing, Mr. Howe."
It was an
moment. She stood beside him and other establishments there has been
speech. The
Neither, Indeed, possessed the pow able "poor white" breathing destruc North recognized Its fidelity and Its
an Increase in output owing to the fact
stroked his hand.
Johnny Itoseiifehl at eighteen hail
that there are In the aggregate a large er to come to terms. Mr. Davis had tion to the ruling classes at the South, truth, and warmed to it Thencefor
"I'm sorry, Johnny."
ileveloped a philosophy of four words.
It took the place of the Golden Rule,
He pretended to think that her sym number of extra hours when the work no right to dissolve the Confederacy yet a constitutionalist of the school of ward the South could see Its way
and disband its
Mr. Lincoln Jefferson and as hostile to the negro ahead. Instead of sprinkling salt on
the Ten CoirTinandments, and the Catepathy was for his fall from the estate enn be carried on without the aid of none to commit hisarmies,
government to any equality theories of the radical Repub raw places, it began to be the fashion
artificial light and with a lessened
chism. It was: ".Mind your own busiof a private patient to the free ward
definite treaty. It Is a fact, however, licans as the most ultra Copperhead of to pour oil ; instead of
ness."
twisting the
Oh, I'm all right, Miss Sidney." he sense of fatigue.
federal president was pre- the North. Secession bad failed ; must lion's tail to pat his mane. Later came
said. "Mr. Howe Is' paying six dollars
True to his promise, Palmer wakened
If statistics can be kept which will that the
a
with
then
nnd
to
there
pared
plan
the
failure
It
also, of Grady with his wondrous appeal rea week for me. The difference between enable comparisons to be Instituted becarry with
the sleeping hoy hefore nine o'clock.
me nnd the other fellows around here tween the output of the present sum end the war, which, could It have been Institutional freedom? Liberating the sistless for who could stund out
C.racc had eaten little and drunk nothIs that I get a napkin on my tray and mer and the corresponding period of adopted, would have saved two months' black man, must It enslave the white? against the cogent reasoning and siming; hut Howe was slightly stimulated.
fighting and spared the South The plan to Impeach Andrew Johnson ple pathos of that
great
last year it is believed that the com- bloody
they don t.
"(jive her the 'once over,'" lie told
the humiliation of the final collapse was little other than a scheme to
e
hearted, that Immortal boy, pleading
I'.efore
his
crawl
hack
determined
and
cheerfulness
"and
then
be
will
to
all
the
go
Johnny,
parison
advantage of ana surrender.
the government' It came peril- In the name of a new generation for
Into the rugs again. I'll drive in."
the present year.
Sidney choked.
Though this has been denied, it ad- ously near succeeding.
a united country? Louisville
"Have they told you what the trou
(Jrace sat beside him. Their progress
Additional evidence of the benefit of mits
no
of
dispute. The historic Issue
The Grand Army of the Republic
ble Is?"
was slow uud rough over the country
the act from the industrial standpoint
"Hack's broke. But don't let that conies from the railways. It has been
roads, but when they reached the
worry you. Dr. Max Wilson Is going to stated In the official organ of the Nastate rond Howe threw open the throtLincoln's Family.
I'm Going to Be Straight, Palmer."
tlcally tall, stooping figure before her voice the Ineffable sadness the sadoperate on me. I'll be doing the tango tional Union of Itallwaymen that the
tle, lie drove well. The liquor was
There were four children Robert be that of the president of the United ness and woe of a great nation. And
in his blood. lie took chances and got K. the night before she left. Katie yet"
alteration of the clock has been fol- Todd, born August 1, 1843; Edward States?
She stopped, as from the the sorrow In those eyes, the sorrow of
Sidney's eyes shone. Of course. Max lowed by an Improvement in the work Baker, born March 10, 1846, and dying shock he gave ber. The lean, yellow a heavy cross borne meekly how
away with them, laughing at the girl's was out, and Sidney had put the dining
do
it. What a thing It was to be ing of
gasps of dismay.
room in order. K. sat by the table and could
night goods trains. In Infancy; William Wallace, born De- face, with the masklike lines all up heavy none will ever know. The pain
of It has been found that the extra hour cember 21, 1850, and who died during and down, the unkempt hair, the beard of a crown of thorns worn for a world
"Walt until I get beyond Simfclns-vllle,- " watched her as she moved about the able to take this
Johnny Kosenfeld's and make It life of daylight has enabled the trains to his father's first year In the presihe said, "and I'll let her out. room.
why, he was a hundred times more that did not understand." The Crista
You're going to travel tonight, honey.'
be made up and loaded in less time. dency, and Thomas, born April 4, 1853, ridiculous than his caricatures.
He
The past few weeks had been very again
The girl sat beside him with her wonderful to him ; to help her up and
Sidney fed him his morning beef tea, and there Is a general feeling In rail and who died when he was nineteen might have stood for many of the poor
His Trouble.
white-tras- h
farmers she had seen In
eyes fixed ahead. He had been drink-lu- down the stairs, to read to her In the and, because her eyes filled up with way circles that the summertime act years old.
"For years I understand Flxlt has
and the warmth of the liquor was evenings ns she lay on the couch in the tears now and then at his helplessness. should come into permanent operation.
save
black
for the long
been pursuing an upright course of
Kentucky
In his voice.
She was determined on sewing room; later, as she improved. she was not so skillful as she might as it would enable the work of railway
coat
life."
His Personal Appearance.
Linone thing. She was going to make to bring small dainties home for her have been. When one spoonful had goods yards to be conducted with
"But the little rebel Is soon made to
As Virginia Carvel enters Mr.
"Perhaps he has, but he has never
him live up to the letter of his prom- tray, and, having stood over ILtrJt gone down his neck, he smiled up at greater rapidity and safety.
coln's presence: "Could this fantas- forget all that In the sadness of that overtaken It"
her
house
to
ise
whimsically.
A point which seems to appeal to the
go away at the
door; and while she cooked them, to bear them In
"Run for your life. The dam's men who are on an eight-hou- r
more and more she realized that it triumph to that upper room he had
He Was a Frugal Man.
shift is
w ould be difficult. His mood was reck!"
burst
he said.
Chicago has 6,085 lawyers, a gain of
Mr. Lincoln, though not parsimoniINTERESTING ITEMS
not been so happy in years.
that, whatever the turn of duty to
228
In
a
year.
Instead of laughing
As much as was possible, the hos which they are assigned, they either
ous, was a frugal man. He told me
And now it was over. lie drew a
less, masterful.
Thunderstorms
are rarer In San that when he came to Washington he
when she drew back from a proffered long breath.
Cleveland In May had 1,000,000
pital rested on that Christmas day. In begin or finish work In daylight This
Francisco
In
than
any other part of the was worth about (15,000. When ho
caress, he turned surly. Obstinate . "I hope you don't feel as if you must the afternoon, services were held In may seem to be a small and unimporstreet car riders daily.
died his administrator. Judge Davis,
lines that she remembered appeared stay on," she said anxiously. "Not that the chapel downstairs.
Doctor Max, tant matter, but the fact that it has
Columbus, O., now pays city street United States.
from his nostrils to the corners of his we don't want you you know better lounging against the wall, across the caused comment among a large body laborers $2.50 a day.
Pennsylvania will plant black cherry said that he left about $75,000, being
mouth. She was uneasy.
China yearly Imports $4,000,000 trees in the state reserves to provide one of the few presidents who went
than that.""
chapel, found his eyes straying toward of workers reveals an unexpected diout of the office as well off as when
food for birds.
There is no place else In the whole Sidney constantly. How she stood out rection in which putting working hours worth of various kinds of leather.
Finally she hit on a plan to make
The first lighthouse on this conti- they went in, Chicago Tribune.
him stop somewhere in her neighborElectrical apparatus taking current
world tntf want to go to," he said from the others I What a zest for liv- In advance of solar time has proved
' .
hood and let her get out of the car. simply.
from a light socket has been Invented nent was built In 1715, at the entrance
ing and for happiness she had I
beneflclaL
to Boston harbor.
Talent and Genius.
She would not come back after that
to force the growth of Indoor plants.
I seem to be 'always relying on
The Christmas morning had brought
A rack that can be hung on a radiTalent Is that which Is In a man's
There was another car going toward somebody's kindness to to keep things Sidney half a dozen gifts. K. sent her
Havana In April, May and June
New York state consumes 870,550,- the city. Now it passed them, and at together. First, for years and years, a silver thermometer case, with her 000 feet of lumber annually In
to the United States 892,505 ator to enable a person to warm his power I Genius Is that In whose powmaking shippedof
er man is. Lowell.
feet has been Invented,
ftteo they passed it It became' a con- - it was Aunt Harriet; now It Is you." monogram, Christina a toilet mirror. packing boxes and crates
. crates pineapples.

TORTAL LINCOLN

e

labors for the restoration of national
unity from Col. Henry Patterson, last

of the "old school" editors, distinguished
publicist and Confederate veteran
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BOYSAND GIRLS
Shall

You

Let

Your

Children

"Play Soldier?"
ARE

DRAMATIC

BY INSTINCT

Impersonating Pirates and Robbera
Not Necessarily Harmful and Antl.
Militarism Is Not Encouraged by
Forbidding Military Toys. .
.

By SIDONIE M. GRUENBERG.
TIMES o( peuce iiumy of us cun
INvisualize
the horrors of war clearly enough to make us oppose every-

which were ornamented with bits of
colored worsted. "I am one of the
Early Sea People." Francis bad not
Invented tho character; he had merely adopted him from the book they had
been rending In school.
The question of the moral effect of
Impersonating the soldier Is very much
like the older question of what happens to the actor who takes the part
of the villain In the play. Should the
children's play be quite without Its
vlllulns or had fairies? Then It Is incomplete and not sulliciently true to
life to be interesting, to be satisfying.
On the other hand. If the evil spirit is
to appear, will It barm your child or
mine to play his role?
Experience shows that children may
play robber and pirate with great
gusto, and yet grow up to be upright
and honored citizens, and even Judges.
In the same way It Is quite possible for
children to play soldier, and then become advocates of "peace at any price."
The literary editor of a
woman's magazine, the editor of an
educational magazine, and a prominent
minister, all told me that they had
ambitions toward a military caree- rnot during childhood, but during late
adolescence. The editors both made
strenuous but futile efforts to get Into
the West Point Military academy, and
the minister actually joined the army.
All three are now spending a considerable portion of their time combating
militarism. And thousands of similar
cases can no doubt be found in all
parts of our population.
When there is so much constructive
work that may be done in the developing of the child's character, the worry
about playing soldier seems a pitiful
waste of energy. It is a pity to snatch
n

thing thut encourages militarism. But
with hulf of the civilized world bleeding, the horrors are before the minds
of all of us constantly, and we are
moved to do something more effective
than shutting our eyes. We realize
the Importance of Inculcating In the
young a type of patriotism that Is free
from aggressiveness or Jingoism. Confident of our patriotism, we turn our
attention to a crusade ugalust "military" toys and the playiug of soldiers
by the children.
There is, of course, no use in
children In these plays.
Nothing is to be gained by urging a
more lively interest In details of military campaigns or In making the children more familiar .with the instruments of destruction. But neither Is it
wise to forbid to boys the playing of
soldier.
When boys play soldier It Is In response to two facts which cannot he
.entirely removed. Tho child, at a certain age, will not only imitate what he
sees going on nround him, but he will
dramatize all the activities of which he
learns. This Instinct is there if tho
child is normal, and any outside regulation, to be effective, must consist not
of rules regnrding vvhut may or what
may not be played, hut It must take the
form of selecting all the Ideas that are
to enter the child's mind. This Is obviously an impossible task. With all
his devices and resources, the father of
the Buddha failed In his efforts to keep
from the child all knowledge of suffering and denth. Nor can we hope to
keep our children long In Ignorance of
suffering and death, or war and murder, or robbery and other crimes. And
whatever they learn they will Incorporate In their plays Just as certainly
ns they have an opportunity to play
at all.
Forbidding certain types of play will
not modify the naturul Impulses to
Imitate and to dramatize. Neither will
It destroy the child's natural Interest
In the unusual and In the "dramatic."
On the contrary, forbidding Is one of
the surest ways of arousing Interest,
one of the surest ways of tempting to
action.
But even If we could prevent the
children's participation In these mimic
paradlngs and warrlngs, It Is very
doubtful whether It would be worth
while to do so. The Injury that may
come from playing soldier lins been
exaggerated. The fact Is that children
do all their playing, at least during
the years before adolescence, entirely
without prejudice.
They are alternately Indians nnd I'urltan rilgrlms;
they impersonate the parish priest or
Captain Cook with enjjal sincerity and
abandon. When they enact a stage
robbery there Is no moral Implication
In the assignment of roles, nnd ns
they view the drama of life from the
unsophisticated level of three to four
'

TURNING

1 1

,

three-fourth-

Play

Robber and

Piratt, Yet

Grow Up an Upright Citizen.

from Bobby his tin soldiers, or to look
daggers at him when he admires a toy
gun; let the child have his play and
he will be a better man for It. What Is
needed Is not the hiding of drums and
musket?, but the positive cultivation
of Ideals of peace and humanity. Moreover, ut each stage of interest the play
of the child affords un opportunity to
formulate standards and ideals of conduct that should be seized and utilized.
It Is when he Is playing soldier that
the child can learn the meaning of
loyalty and devotion nnd
and fortitude, nnd these may remain
when the drum and tinsel are discard
ed for another character.
"Mona Lisa?'
The celebrated painting, "Mona
Lisa," has two names, both of which
Indicate to some extent Its origin:
First, "Mona Lisa," Mona being Italian
for Madonna menns My Lady. Lisa,
who was the wife of Francesco del
Glocondo, a friend of the artist. Besides this name, the famous picture
Is sometimes called, "La Gloconda,"
which Is the feminine of Glocondo nnd
menns wife of Glocondo. Both nnmes
Indicate the origin of the picture
which Is really u portrait of Madame
Lisa Gloconda. In other words. It
was painted from life. Its fame rests
on the rare beauty of the face, its
wonderful technique or workmnnshrp,
the fact that It Is only existing example of Da Vinci's work In portraiture
and perhaps more than all upon the
indefinable expression which the artist gave to the face, and especially
to a pair of sparkling eyes and a mys
smile which have
terious
puzzled the world for centuries to In
terpret. Detroit Journal.
n

wus accosted by a little street boot
black, with an exceedingly dirty face.
with the customary "Shine, sir?" He
was very importunate nnd the Judge
being Impressed with the terrible
state of the boy's face, said : "I don I
want a shine, but if you'll go and wash
your face, I'll give you sixpence.
"All right, sir." "Well, let me see you
do It." The boy went to a neighboring fountain and made his ablutions.
Returning, he held out his hand for
the sixpence. The judge said : "Well,
you earned the money. Here it is."
But the boy said : "I don't want your
money, old fellow. You can take It
and have your hair cut," and forthwith scampered off.

LIGHT ON THE SUN Therefore, the scientists argue, the sun

Is too hot to burn.
What then, they ask, causes Its
Scientific Explanation That at First
heat? Here the wise men fall to quarSeen a Little Paradoxical to tha
reling, some asserting that radioactivAverage Layman.
ity is the secret of the sun's warmth,
Sorae of the scientists connected while others maintain that the heat refrom pressure brought about by
with the Smithsonian Institution in sults
the contraction of the sun's mass about
Washington have been throwing light Its own center of
gravity. The latter
on the sun. Paradoxical as this may
boasts of the more adherents,
seem, it is not more paradoxical than theory
but it is by no means established as a
their discovery that the sun Is not a fact.
Indeed, when submitted to
turning ball because it is too hot to test of mathematics, there seems to the
be
urn I
a fatal objection, for, by a long and
They explain It In this way: At 6,000
Increes centigrade, almost all chemical complex calculation the contractionlsts
estimate the sun's age at 17,000,000
compounds can neither exist nor form.
Without chemical compounds yon can-t- years; but as geology tells us the earth
have combustion. Thus, wood is Is older than this, the sun would then
younger than the earth, an obvious
t chemical compound. When It burns, be
the combustion is merely the process impossibility. Robert F. Wilson, in
it oxygen and other air elements onlt-ki- g St. Nicholas.
with the elements in the wood,
which in turn are rearranging themWilling to Follow Orders.
Lady "I'm worried about my comselves into new compounds. At 6,000
legrees of beat, matter can exist only plexion, doctor. Look at my facer
In it basic elements, such as carbon, Doctor "You'll have to diet" Lady
aotaffittnin and the like, nor will the In- "1 never thought of that. What color
tense beat permit these elements to would suit me best, do yon think V
nit t form combustible compounds. Pickings.
ot

dercd gelatin. Scnld a cupful of milk,
with half a cupful of sugar, a quarter
of a teuspoonful of salt, and the yolks
Courage and will
of two eggs; gradually add two table
Perseverance and skill
Are the four leaves of Luck's Clover.
spoonfuls of powdered sugar, and
when the custard Is thick stir In the
MORE CHESTNUT RECIPES.
gelatin mixture. Strain nnd stir over
a. dish of chopped Ice until it begins
There are so mnny delicious dishes to thicken, then fold In three tablewhich may be prepared from chestnuts
spoonfuls of cream, whipped. Turn
that where they Into a large mold lined with lady finnre plentiful they gers.
be used
should
more often.
SEASONABLE DISHES.
Chestnut Pudnre not expensive nnd they
a
Dates
Make
ding,
sirup of a pint of may be used in combination with oth
er fruit, making a most
water and a pound
wholesome sniud.
of sugar; add r0
Steamed Date Pudding.
s he
ed
and
Cream half a cupful of
blanched chestnuts, and stew tender.
Remove the nuts from the sirup anil
butter, udd one cupful
each of molasses and
add n fourth of a pound each of
milk, one pound of stoned
seeded raisins nnd currants, and stew
nnd chopped dates, mixed
until tender. To the sifted nuts add a
with two cupfuls of stale
pint of sweetened cream In which the
jolks of eight eggs have been cooked bread crumbs, one touspnonful of soda,
until smooth ; cool, put Into a freezer, und half a teuspoonful each of cloves,
liavor with vanilla and freeze. When salt, cinnamon ami nutmeg; mixed anil
thoroughly frozen add the fruit and a sifted with one cupful of entire wheat
pint of whipped cream ; cover closely Hour. Turn into a buttered pudding
and let stand for several hours to dish nnd steam three hours. Serve
with creamy sauce.
ripen.
Creamy Sauce To the beaten
Chestnut and Apple Dessert. Boll
one pound of large chestnuts for 13 whites of two eggs add one cupful of
minutes, remove the shells und skins, powdered sugar and one cupful vt
boll In a cupful of milk until soft whipped cream, blend lightly; add a
enough to press through a sieve. But- teaspoonful each of vinegar and vanilter a mold well and line It thickly la extract.
Hot vegetable soup made of any
with sifted nuts, then add a layer of
thick, sifted apple sauce, sweetened and small amount of leftover vegetables
colored pink with current jelly; then with the addition of a binding of butadd another layer of nuts, and one of ter and Hour nnd n little milk, will
apple and squeeze on a little lemon make a most appetizing dish of soup
juice. Bake In a moderate oven and for a chilly night.
Rhubarb Sponge. Clean anil cut in
serve with whipped cream.
pieces one pound of rose rhuChestnut Fritters. Cook nuts, peel
and mash them ; add to a pound of barb, Do not remove the skin. Slew
of a cupful
nuts a seasoning of butter, a beaten until tender In
egg nnd flour to make a soft dough ; of boiling water, or Just enough to cook
roll Into small balls or flat cakes, dip without scorching. Soften one ounce
of granulated gelatin In
of a
In egg nnd fry In olive oil.
Strain the
Chestnuts cooked nnd used In vari- cupful of cold water.
ous combinations make most dainty cooked rhubarb, pressing out all the
salads. With apple and celery and Juice and ndd enough boiling water
s
to make three cupfuls. Mix
mayonnaise served In lettuce nests, or
of u cupful of sugar and u half
with pineapple or any other fruit
teaspoonful of ground ginger. Stir In
chestnuts combine well.
Preserved Chestnuts. These make the rhubarb juice and add the gelatin,
n most
delicious conserve to use stirring until the gelatin Is dissolved.
Add the grated rind and strained juice
throughout the year for vurlous garnishes or desserts. Roast or boll the of one lemon und set the mixture to
nuts, blanch them and drop them Into chill. When It begins to thicken add
a sirup made by using n pint of water, the stiflly beaten whites of three eggs
a pound of sugar, the juice of two and heat until stiff. Mold. Serve with
lemons nnd the grated rind of one. beaten and sweetened whipped cream.
Pumpkin Pie. Take a cupful of
Simmer gently for half an hour or
sifted pumpkin, add a pint
more, then bottle nnd seal.
Chestnut Soup. This is one of the of rich milk, a half cupful of sugar,
most delicious of soups and with al- two eggs, a teuspoonful of ginger, a
monds In place of the chestnuts will dash of cinnamon and a half teuspoonadd a pleasing variety. Boil a pound ful of lemon extract. Fill the crust
of chestnuts until the Inner husk will nnd bake slowly.
rub oft easily, then place the blanched
Friendship Is helpful not so much
chestnuts or almonds in a saucepan In
because it helps you as because It
which two tablespoonfuls of butter
compels you to help your friend. Selfishness is tho foundation of sin. and
has been browned with four
friendship Is the destruction of selfishof chopped onion, cooked
ness. Amos It. Wells.
s
without browning; then add three
of water, some celery, salt, mace,
GOOD TABLE THINGS.
and pepper to taste. Cook gently one
hour. Beat an egg yolk and add to a
Rice Is such n good old standby that
cupful of milk. Strain and rub the the following dish Is quite u surprise,
soup through a sieve and add to the
because of Its ele
milk. Sprinkle with a teaspoonful of
gance.
chopped parsley, reheat and serve
Rice
Pudding
with croutons.
a
Glace.
Wash
fourth of a cupful
Good
fortune
attend each merry
of rice. Let It boll
friend.
five minutes in saltWho doeth the best he may.
ed water ami drain
Forgetting old wrongs with carols and
songs
carerully; then put
To drive the cold weather away.
Til 111 aw It into a double boiler with n fourth of a teaspoonful of
MORE COFFEE DISHES.
salt mid two cupfuls of milk and cook
s
Coffee ns a flavor may be used In until the grains are tender. Add
of u cupful of powdered sugar
mnny dishes and gives n most pleas
ing change from the and let cool slightly. Soak
of a box of gelatin In two tablespoonregulation flavors.
Coffee Cream Pudding. fuls of water, then add three tablespoonfuls of boiling water and let
Take five tablespoonfuls of strong coffee, one stand in n warm place until well dissolved. Set It Into a pan of ice waand a half tablespoonfuls of powdered gela- ter anil stir until It begins to set, then
tin nnd while the gela- flavor with vanilla ami fold in a cupful
tin Is dissolving cook of double cream whipped stiff. Put
together the yolks of three eggs, a the mixture into a quart mold and fill
pinch of salt, four tablespoonfuls of the corners well, press on the cover
sugar and one and a half cupfuls of over paper. Let stand packed In equal
milk ; when smooth add the coffee purts of Ice and salt for two hours.
and gelatin mixture, cool nnd fold in The mixture should not be frozen,
one cupful of whipped cream ; stir oc- simply well chilled. Serve on a platcasionally until It begins to stiffen, ter with cubes of lemon or orange
then pour Into a wet mold. Garnish Jolly around It. Preserves of any kind
with grated coconut and pistachio may be used Instead of the Jelly If
so desired.
nuts.
Prune Ice Cream. Cover a cupful
Coffee as a flavor for fondant or
of well washed prunes with cold waIs
nuts
with
a
combination
panoche
ter and let stand overnight. Cook
well liked.
in the same water until soft, remove
Coffee
Bavarian Cream. Dissolve the stones and
a
the
two large tablespoonfuls of gelatin sieve. Add a put of pulp through tasugar, four
cupful
In half a cupful of boiling water; add
blespoonfuls of lemon Juice, a pinch
s
of a cupful of sugar and of
nnd one and a fourth cupfuls
two cupfuls of good hot coffee. Strain of salt,
heavy cccara beaten until stiff.
and cool. Stir until the mixture be- Freeze
as usual.
gins to thicken, then fold In two cupRice cooked In salted water and
fuls of whipped cream. Pour into a served with a cheese sauce makes a
wet mold and when stiff serve with most
nourishing dish.
sponge cake.
Cheese Sauce. Put three tableCoffee Flummery.
Dissolve one spoonfuls of butter In a saucepan, add
heaping tahlespoonful of gelatin In two three tablespoonfuls of flour, and stir
pints of boiling water; when cool, add until well blended, then pour on graduone cupful of strong coffee, then ally, stirring constantly, one and a
sweeten to taste." When the Jelly be- half cupfuls of milk. Bring to the
gins to set, beat the whites of two boiling point and add a cupful of good
eggs until stiff, then add a half cupful flavored cheese, cut in small bits; seaof sugar; beat all together until firm. son with salt and plenty of paprika
Serve cold.
with a dash of cayenne.
Coffee Charlotte Russe. Tnke a half
cupful of strong, clear, hot coffee, add
two heaping tablespoonfuls of pow- one-thir- d

May
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KrvJA

three-fourlh-

two-third-

MUCH IN LITTLE
New Zealand exported 44,628 gallons of whale oil during 1914.
A buttonless overcoat of English Invention for automobilists is fastened
by a single belt.
The first experiment In Japan In the
manufacture of artificial silk Is being tried at Yonezawa.
The word "architect" Is said by the
London Builder to have been used first
In English In a book by John Shute,
BubUehed in 15C3.

CANDY

Recipe for Delicacy That Tastes Exceptionally Fine on Evenings When
Weather Is Cold.
-

Tour Into n kettle that will hold
about four times the umount to be
used the quantity of molasses of "good
quality" that Is required for the purBoll over u "slow" fire for
pose.
f
about
hour. Attend to stirring all of the time" while the "kettle
Is over the lire," und "take the kettle
off the fire If there Is danger of the
contents running over." Wutch carefully this process of boiling so us not
to allow the molasses to burn. When
& lit tie
dropped In cold water becomes
hard and brittle (make test with spoon
by dropping a little into cold wuter,
add a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda
(common
baking soda), free from
lumps, to every two quarts of the boiling molasses. Stir quickly so as to
thoroughly itilx and then pour on platter or platters that have been well
greased beforehand.
When sulliciently cool pull back and
forth, the hands being greased by rubbing them wilh butter usually. Work
the candy until it becomes a yellowish
brown color. If wished It may be flavored with vanilla or lemon.
I like It best without flavoring other
than its own molasses ami prefer
adding a small piece of butter Instead
of carbonate of soda. Keep the hands
well moistened (dip occasionally in a
dish of cold water). This makes
greasing them unnecessary.
one-hal-

What ve call Luck,
Is simply Plurk,
And doing things over and over;

h

One on the Judge,
A Judge, who used to weur very long
waving hair and n heavy beard, one
day was on his way to court when he

feet, every character has his proper
place and 18 worthy of a fair presentation.
The perfect naivete of the child In
adopting the character which he Is,
for the time being, Impersonating la
6hown by the answer that little Fran
cis gave when his prim Aunt Sabrlna
discovered him dancing about the nur
sery without a scrap of clothing on.
"Whatever are you doing In this state.
child?" asked the aunt In a tone that,
was meant to express reproach as well
as disapproval. "Don't you see?'' re
turned Francis, pointing to his ankles.

gbim

half-inc-

half-bor-

"I Am One of the Early Sea People."

The KITCAm

FOR GOOD MOLASSES

USE

FOR

If you are about to order n new suit
general wear, you will find un
state of things in the matter of
ttyles. There Is u sort of
please situation, and you muy have
your coat long or short, and your skirt
The
wide or narrow at the bottom.
ullor cannot dictate, because from the
.'or

For very little girls plain, white
sheer fabrics are made up with Hue
lingerie laces as usual, In dresses for
all their "dress-upoccasions. Plain
linen In colors (usually combined with
white In the bodice) Is n favorite for
daily wear, and glnglnim holds Its own
as the best of fabrics for play dresses.
"

TABLECLOTH

OLD

May Be Made Over Into Serviceable,

Pretty Breakfast and Luncheon
Sets, Says Writer.
A tablecloth that has seen Its best
days may be pressed into further service by making the better part into a
breakfast or luncheon set. The number of pieces to be secured depends
upon the size nnd condition of the
cloth; mine wus a good one to start
with. I cut a square 14 by 14 Indies
for a table center. From the selvage
side I cut a piece .'III by 17 for a serving-table
slip, fringing three shins;
six doilies 11 by 11 inches anil
six (1 by (I Inches. I got several
doilies for dishes. I fringed
all of these pieces one Inch deep. My
set bus been much ndmli'cd, and lias
saved my more expensive sets many
t rips lo the washtuh.
It has been In
active servieu a year and Willi care
will last another, anil cost me nothing
but my time one wet afternoon,
Woman's Home ( 'oinpnuion.
odd-size- d

Spice Cakes With Chocolate Sauce.

For the cakes, crenm together two
tablespoonfuls of shortening with half
a cupful of brown sugar and ndd half
a cupful of dark molasses, one teuspoonful each of ground ginger, cinnamon anil grnted nutmeg und half a
teaspoonful of ground allspice. Mix
well; add one teaspoonful of bilking
of it
soda dissolved In
cupful of thick, soured milk mid
sifted flour to form n good cake
batter. It should "ribbon" from the
spoon. Bake In
cup cake
pans in u moderate oven.
three-quarter- s

sulli-cle-

d

Yorkshire Parkin.
oatof medium-cookemeal, three ounces of dripping, mof
lasses,
pound of brown sugar,
f
ounce of ground ginger und
f
teaspoonful of salt.
Mix tile salt with Hie oatmeal and
Add the sutjar and
rub In the fat.
ground ginger. Mix UP a stiff dough
with molasses. Roll out half un inch
thick, cut into squares and bake on a
greased Un for HO minutes. The oven
should be hot.
One

mitr? wit
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PRACTICAL DEMI SEASON
-

SUITS.

one N'early nil the new styles nre rather
plain, with plaits featured In skirts
state and the bodice wholly or 111 part made
may of n while cotton material.
For a girl of eleven years or so this
been

standpoint of fashlonableness
thing is not better than another.
No one knows just why this
of things bus come about, but It
he because no such attention has
given to sports suits and
frocks that the tailor suit has been
somewhat neglected by cost timers.
They refuse to make predictions, and
Women are left the Joyful liberty of
housing whatever style Is most becom

combination of materials lias been
handed with excellent taste in the
dress shown In the picture. Cotton poplin or any of the moderately heavy
weaves will prove a good selection In
the striped material, apd the white In
the bodice might be of a thinner goods,
ing.
Plain goods are alwnys worn, nnd as India linen or percale or batiste.
checks In very pretty color combina- The bodice is cut quite plain, of the
tions have already appeared In smart white fabric, and fastens down tho
models.
Inasmuch as the tailored suit front Willi pearl buttons. Emplacevlll give way to the spoils suit, which ments of the striped goods are stitched
one-piec- e

pound

one-hal-

one-halone-hal-

Parsnip Rolls.
large parsnips until tender nnd press through a colander, add
four cupfuls of hot milk, a teaspoonful
of salt, quarter of a cupful of lard, one
yeast cake mixed with a quarter of n
cupful of sugar and enough flour to
mnke a si iff butter. Raise lo twice Its
original size. Knead. Cut into small
strips, roll once, let raise for ten minutes and bake 'JO minutes.
Boil

two

Fried Tomatoes.
Wash and wipe ripe tomatoes. Cut
in three or four slices. Dip into flour,
which bus been seasoned Willi salt and
pepper. Fry In fat (bacon fat Is best)
until brown on both sides. Have a little milk heating, nnd when the tomu-toe- s
have been taken out pour into the
fat. and when boiling thicken with a
little flour mixed in cold water. Pour
this gruvy over the tomatoes.
French Bean Soup.
One pint of white beans, two or three
onions sliced, suit, six or eight quarts
water. Boll hard so beans will go to
pieces; add three or four pounds
lamb, cut small and fat removed. In time to cook ndd one quart
luitntoes and two carrots cut in dice.
Time of cooking whole, ubout four
hours. This Is a fine dinner for cold
weather.

Era

1

sJ

fore-quart-

Do Not Skin for Baking.

Po not skin tomatoes for baking or

stuffing. Raw tomatoes, with the
pulp removed nnd then chilled, make
the best of salads when filled with almost any diced vegetable. For lunch
or supper the cavity may be filled with
a stuffed or plain boiled egg. Set on
or two, and pour over
a lettuce-lea- f
a spoonful of mayonnaise or French
dressing.

SPRING STYLES IN CHILDREN'S DRESSES.
the edges piped with a covered corl made from the dark stripes.
r
tailored suit may be quiet as to color Tho sleeves are
length
und finished with bauds of the snme
und conservative as to style.
In the picture a shepherd's check material as the skirt.
and a plain cloth are presented as
The plaits in the skirt are caught
tensible models for the deuii season. down at the edges for a short distance
And even If a decided style tendency below tie waistline, sny three or four
develops later on these suits will hoM inches. All nround the skirt the white)
their own, for they are built to fulfill strijie Is turned under the dark one
nil that Is required in practical street and the plnlts are pressed down tho
clothes.
entire length of the skirt, which Is
Lent Is not far away, nnd that means
with a three-Inchem. A belt
that time will soon bring leisure to de- slips through small sraps nt the sides
vote to spring sewing. New fabrics of the ImmIIcc. They are made of tho
nd styles for the coming season are dark stripe in the goods. It is white)
already presented. Those for children and fastens with two small pearl butinterest the home dressmaker most ; tons.
she feels safe in making wash dresses
for little girls because they are not
whims of fash-Iosubject to
will take its place whenever there Is
the lenst excuse for doing so, the

on to It

three-quarte-

iil

Corn Cakes.
Bake on griddle, turning frequently
until well baked. Do not make too
thick. Scald one cupful of cornmeal
by pouring two cupfuls of boiling wa
ter over the meal. Beat well, cool and
Two New Blouses.
Synthetic milk Is being produced add one teaspoonful of salt, two tea
from peannts by European chemists.
A lovely blouse of gray Georgette
of baking powder, two tea- spoonfuls
The porductlon and distribution of
has a very full
fastening nt the
spoonfuls of shortening ; moid into thin side. At top, the fullness Is held by a
electricity in Edinburgh has been made cakes and bake as directed.
band of beige satin embroidered In
by a municipal monopoly.
Helmets for aviators have been
gray silk, below which are a great
Health Bread.
with wireless receiving telemany pin tucks. The collar an1 cuffs
Pour over one cupful rolled oats are
and have embroidalso
phones built into the ear flaps. '
water,
pood
boiling
The Japanese are paying much at- three cupfulsmolasses, one tablespoon-fu- i ered bands to 'nish. Then there is
cupful
a gold georgette with a premet coltention to Australian ores suitable for
lard, one dessertspoonful salt Let lar made of double-faceriblion plum
refining or smelting in Japan.
cake
dissolved
in
add
cool and
yeast
The Brazilian city of Bahia has re- cold water. Add bread flour until It and gold. The collar is put on with
side out and ibe ribplaced Its telephone service with aa can be kneaded. Bake one hour and tea the
bon is turned over to show the gold.
American system.
minnes.
e

one-ha- lf

d

plum-colore- d

The cuffs nre made In the same fash-Io- n
nnd there Is plum and gold silk
embroidery down euch side of the
front and below the collar In back.
Waists for Spring.
The waists for spring are unusually
snappy in style and show a wider
range of colors than formerly, says
the Dry Goods Economist. This Is
especially true of blouses to be worn
with sports suits or with stylish Sep?
I
arate skirt of the beiUr kind.
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